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NEWS & OPINIONS

NL GOV INVESTS IN A COOL
COMPANY LAUNCHED BY A
WORLD-RECORD HOLDER IN
HOT AIR BALLOONING

A MAN FROM TEXAS LIVED
ALONE, SURVIVOR STYLE,
ON A SMALL ISLAND OFF
NEWFOUNDLAND IN OCTOBER

Dynamic Air Shelters is located in Grand
Banks, and was founded by a man, Harold
Warner, who holds world records for hot
air balloon flying. During his 25 years of
ballooning, he was competitive on an
international scale, and once held nearly 10
world records, like “Distance Flown in a Single
Hot Air Balloon Flight.”Warner’s company
began as an innovator and creator of hot air
balloons in 1981, but these days it uses a
similar technology to create convenient new
things, like inflatable shelters for disaster
relief efforts. It’s become a multi-awardwinning company and it’s done a ton of good.
For example, when Typhoon Haiyan took out
a hospital in Southeast Asia in 2013, Dynamic
Air Shelters quickly inflated a field hospital in
the area. It treated over 15,000 patients.
The company started out in Calgary, but
Warner found it a challenge to retain
workers, and set up shop in Grand Banks,
Newfoundland, where hard workers weren’t
hard to come by. His temporary plant is now
the company’s primary production facility.
Dynamic Air Shelters are particularly revered
for being highly blast resistant: the things can
survive dangerous blast and ballistic threats
in both industrial and military environments.
This includes a product that will let people
walk around safely in a mine zone. Today,
they manufacture the largest air beam
shelters in the world and have developed
everything from the aforementioned, to
things like large occupancy shelter systems
to stay safe in a toxic gas zone. The plant in
Grand Bank has experienced steady growth,
creating significant employment for the small
town, hence the Gov. Of NL’s recent $178,000

Brunette Island is a small island off
Newfoundland, inhabited only by hares,
caribou, and ptarmigan. That is, until a
Texan man named Mack McGowen inhabited
it in October, declaring that he’d call it home
for a month, and live stream his survival
experience. Originally, he was supposed
to be the communications guy, setting up
feeds and documenting someone else – an
actual survivalist – living off the land in
Newfoundland. But that person had to bail

investment in Dynamic Air Shelters, via the
province’s Business Investment Fund and
Business Development Support Program.

after a year
of prep, and
Mack figured
what the hell,
“I’ve been hunting
and fishing for
years,” and gave it ago. He received a crash
course in local foraging from Lori McCarthy
of Cod Sounds fame. Because he has a
family, and because he couldn’t legally
hunt some of the wild game, he didn’t want
to entirely risk starvation, so he did bring
some emergency food. Brunette Island
happens to be where government tried, and
failed, to introduce bison many decades
ago – they all died off. Luckily, Mack didn’t
share their fate. “I can see why they died
off,” he jokes about the demise of the bison,
“there’s not a lot out here.”

Savings
plan.
Here’s the plan. Stop buying
laces. Stop buying new footwear each
season. Stop wrecking your good
shoes in bad weather. Stop replacing
footwear that falls from style or
falls apart. A comfortable future
starts when you sock
your money in
Blundstone
boots.

#585
The Leather Lined in Rustic Brown.
$209.95

blundstone.ca
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JUSTIN BRAKE: A JOURNALIST WARRANTED FOR
ARREST SPEAKS ON FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

BY EVA CROKER

On Sunday, October 23rd,
Nalcor got a court order
to arrest land protectors
occupying the Muskrat Fall
site. These land protectors
were urging the province to
address concerns about the
danger of Nalcor’s Muskrat Falls
hydroelectric project subjecting
residents of the Lake Melville

the reservoir and bioaccumulate in the food
chain downstream in Lake Melville where
thousands of people harvest fish and seal
and other animals.
It is a legal right for protesters to have
their arrests filmed. How did it feel to
film people’s arrests?
It didn’t feel good, I was covering the story
because I felt it was important to document
the Indigenous-led resistance to Muskrat
Falls and make sure that the voices that were
resisting the project were heard, in terms
of their concerns and fears that the project

area to dangerous levels of

would severely impact their ability to continue

methylmercury.

feeding their families and preserve their

Justin Brake, a journalist with The
Independent, who had been documenting the
peaceful occupation of the site, via Facebook
Livestreams, was named in the court order.
For the many thousands of viewers watching
the Livestreams and for other media outlets
who contacted Brake for information,
Brake’s coverage of the Make Muskrat Right
movement was crucial for understanding
what was happening on the ground in
Labrador.
The court order for his arrest was a
frightening infringement on the freedom
of the press that has sparked outrage
across the Canada.
Why did you decide to go to Labrador to
cover the Make Muskrat Right movement?
I was watching the narrative around
Muskrat Falls unfold in public discourse,
[and] there was a significant part of the
story that I felt was being left out or not
adequately addressed. That was the issues
around indigenous rights and human rights,
particularly with respect to the projections
that methylmercury levels would increase in
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way of life. So when the arrests happened, it
certainly wasn’t enjoyable to be witnessing

that Canadian law protects my ability to be a
journalist and do the work I have to do.

and Nalcor to remove the land protectors
using police force as early as they would have
liked ... it made it more difficult for the police
to move in and justify using any kind of force
against the land protectors who included
youth and elders.

Why do you think Nalcor named you in
the court order to arrest land protectors
occupying the Muskrat Falls site?
I can’t say for sure, but I can speculate and
I believe my presence inside the occupied
workers camp and the coverage, the
Livestream, really impacted the public
perception of what was going on ... I think I
was able to show that in fact, workers and
land protectors were mingling and speaking
with each other, shaking hands and hugging

What was it like to leave the
site facing arrest?

each other. Workers were dropping off food
and clothing for the land protectors. I think the
coverage shifted the public perception and as
a result it made it more difficult for the RCMP

of the fact that a Crown Corporation and the
Supreme Court could imply that a journalist
doing their job was potentially participating
in some kind of criminal activity.

I was sad that we have reached a point in
our history were ... a journalist with so few
resources could be able to broadcast live
from an important event ... but at the same
time, we seem to have regressed by virtue

that and documenting it, but it was definitely
a really important moment in the ongoing
coverage of the movement.
I think that footage had a pretty big impact on

PROUDLY PRESENTS

how things unfolded in the couple of weeks
since then. I think it triggered a response
in people across the province and probably
across Canada, but particularly for the
people in Labrador who knew people were
participating in the blockade to protect their
food and their way of life.
What did it feel like to walk onto the
Muskrat Falls site? Did you believe you
were breaking the law? Do you think
there are appropriate times to break the
law as a journalist?
There wasn’t much time to think about it it
all happened very suddenly, someone cut the
lock and people flooded through the gate. My
immediate thought was as a journalist I have
to document whatever is going to happen
inside the gates. I wasn’t really thinking about
the law, my right as a journalist to cover these
things is constitutionally protected, freedom
of the press is constitutionally protected. So
I continue to do my job with the confidence

ELLEN MCATEER
soprano

DANIEL TAYLOR
countertenor

BENJAMIN
BUTTERFIELD
tenor

GEOFFREY SIRETT
baritone

@NSOonline

NEWS & OPINIONS

BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

3 FUN FACTS FROM VITAL SIGNS 2016

Global Conference

VITAL SIGNS IS AN ANNUAL PROVINCIAL CHECK-UP ON THE QUALITY
OF LIFE IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR. It considers everything from
our population’s health issues to average income levels for seniors. It’s compiled
in collaboration between Memorial University’s Harris Centre and the Community
Foundation of Newfoundland and Labrador.

We wish to acknowledge the ancestral,
traditional and unceded Aboriginal territory on
which T.S.D.B.D.W. will be held and apologize
on behalf of those Aboriginal people for their
earlier colonization of the north and south
American continents and the subsequent
extinction of the mastodon, woolly mammoth
and giant sloth through overhunting. We
apologize for the Y chromosome and
European Culture. The conference is carbon
neutral so those attending are asked to keep a
detailed dietary log.

We Have Piles of Rare Genetic Disorders Many of which you’ve heard of –
hemophilia, hereditary deafness – but there’s a dozen or so more you likely haven’t
heard of. Such as “Autosomal Retinitis Pigmentosa” which causes decreased night
vision and progressive loss of side vision, or, again with the eyes, “Stargardt Macular
Dystrophy,” which is an eye disorder that causes progressive loss of central vision.
Nunatsiavut, not St. John’s, is the Province’s Artistic Hotbed Newfoundland &
Labrador is known for its higher-than-average headcount of notable artists. What many
might not know, however, is that Nunatsiavut has the highest proportion of people
working as artists, at 3.7 per 1,000 people.
Our Young Blood is the Lowest in Canada The report states that “The population of
Newfoundland & Labrador is the oldest in the country, and it is aging quickly.” So, if the
expression is true that young blood keeps an economy/workforce/province fresh, we’re
not in fine form for the future. For example, not only are the 20-somethings fleeing to
more liveable cities, there are way less kids in general. There are less students enrolled
in high schools here today than there were in the early 70s. In 1971, there were 162,828
students enrolled in NL high schools; in 2016, there are only 66,800.

FORTUNATE
ONES
HOLIDAY SHOW & EP RELEASE

FRI DEC 9 & SAT DEC 10, 2016
GEORGE ST UNITED CHURCH • ST. JOHN’S

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT THE HOLY HEART THEATRE BOX OFFICE,
BY PHONE AT (709) 579-4424 AND AT HOLYHEARTTHEATRE.COM

FORTUNATEONES.CA
NEWS & OPINIONS

NEW CHRISTMAS EP OUT NOV 4

Monday 9am
FRONTIERS IN EUROPEAN
DESIGNER EYEWEAR
This session deals more broadly with the
full conference attendee and panelist kit,
from techniques for disentangling lanyards
and necklaces to using your E.A. or intern
as a luggage Sherpa. You are your brand the
moment you walk into the conference hotel
lobby. Should your dress or shoes always
be an on-brand statement colour, or has
Chrystia Freeland jumped the shark? The
unshaven, open shirt with bespoke suit look
has been a boon for conference-going men
in recent years, should women consider this
option? The difficult question of hats. Can
adventuresome socks sell your two piece
business suit look as being European, while
still broadcasting you harbour a deep and
genuine remorse over Europe’s colonial
history? The Lagarde Question: How tanned is
too tanned? What to do with your hands when
you are on a panel. How to hold a microphone
to convey authority without sending an
unintended message and TED Talk-style
hands-free presentation.
Tuesday 2pm
TWEET THAT
To remain competitive in the conference
world, your message needs constant
reinforcement. Exploration of how we can
reframe old tautologies with buzz words like
“innovation,” “engagement,” “stakeholder,”
or simply prefacing keywords with “Bio-“
“Inter-“ or “Cis-.” Compound neologisms like
“stakeovationment.” How is it that the term
“digital” retains its vitality yet “cyber” feels
old? How to keep a straight face when using
terms like “discoverability.” Use of various

What
happens at
the conference
stays at the
conference

pictographs like
emojis to convey a
sense of meaning in
an increasingly post-literate world.

Wednesday 10am
ACADEMY RESOURCING
Securing and maintaining that highly
compensated University position with little
or no teaching responsibility is essential
to continuing in the Global conferencing
network. You need an office with paid staff
and a top salary position with benefits at a
University or well-endowed N.G.O. to sustain
your conferencing practice. Consultation
contracts with increasingly impoverished
Governments are profitable only when your
operating costs are subsidized by the profits
realized from the retail undergraduate
education market.
Thursday 10am
WHERE TO EAT
Every conference goer has had the crushing
experience of returning to the restaurant
that was “in” the last time you were in the
city, only to find it has been discovered by
civilians. If Chowhound knows about a place
it is too late. Having a reservation for six to
eight at the best new place in town is some
of the highest denomination conference
currency and puts you out ahead of that most
humiliating of conference questions,
“Where’s everybody going?

Thursday 2pm / INS AND OUTS
In                             	 Out
The North                  	 Africa
DXFRYO               	
LBGTQ
Identity                           	 Socioeconomics
Community Radio       	 World Cinema
Artisan Barbers              Locovores

Thursday 11pm
NETWORKING AND BONDING
BACCHANAL AND SWAG ORGY
The traditional conference piss-up
and f*ckfest not only makes lasting
connections, it assures that what happens
at the conference stays at the conference
by virtue of mutually assured destruction.
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FARMED &
DANGEROUS
HERE’S WHY
FARMING
SALMON CAN
BE BAD NEWS

million smolts at a single salmon hatchery on
Vancouver Island. What a waste of money.
To counteract this sort of thing, salmon farmers
lace these salmon coops with antibiotics and
pesticides – not good for you, not good for the
environment. These salmon also live amongst
their own feces: salmon farming zones aren’t
pretty. And they exist in the ocean, where wild
fish have always roamed. It’s the co-mingling of
wild salmon and cooped-up farmed ones that
cause concern.
The waters in the bays that house open-net
salmon farms can become lousy with lice and
pathogens, and our native fish swim in these
waters. Also, farmed fish can escape their
cages. When these kinds of diseased, parasitecovered farmed fish get out and mingle with
wild Atlantic salmon, they spread these
ailments to our wild salmon. Naturally, salmon
farms try to ensure the public escapes won’t
happen, but clearly they do. Not too long ago in

BY CHAD PELLEY

Aquaculture in
Newfoundland has grown
in to a 200-million dollar
industry, largely because
we’ve really stepped up
farming salmon.

Ireland, 230,000 salmon flew the coop after a
bad storm damaged their cages in Bantry Bay.
In Canada, we can look to B.C for a warning
– they’ve been farming salmon longer. Today,
sea lice from salmon farms in BC is one of the
biggest threats to wild Pacific salmon.

Aquaculture could play a key role in
diversifying our economy, if it’s done right,
but we mostly adhere to a controversial “open
net-cage” style of salmon farming.

We need only look to our neighbours for
warning. In the late 90s, farmed fish was New
Brunswick’s biggest agricultural export by
far. But ignoring the environmental threats of

the operation wound up costing taxpayers big
The main issue is that farmed salmon are
time, when the New Brunswick government
notoriously gross. It’s not their fault. Being
had to slaughter millions of farmed fish in
cramped up in a cage makes them easy
order to protect wild stocks from a farmtargets — and jackpots — for parasites
borne disease outbreak.
like sea lice. The same goes for pathogens
that cause a variety of diseases: cooped up
Are these sorts of things happening here?
salmon attract and spread infectious disease,
Yeah. 20,000 farmed salmon escaped
it’s like throwing a thousand toddlers
a farm in the Fortune Bay-Baie
in a small room and watching
d’Espoir area in 2013. In short,
the chicken pox spread. Being
Being cramped
aquaculture can make us
relatively immobile, they’re
up in a cage makes
money; bad aquaculture can
them easy targets
defenceless against parasites
—
and
jackpots
—
cost us money and harm wild
and pathogens, and as an
for
parasites
like
populations. Think about this,
extreme example, in 2005,
a salmon infection known as
furunculosis killed nearly 2

sea lice.

next time you’re bringing a
piece of sushi to your mouth.

As an extreme example, in 2005, a salmon infection known as furunculosis killed nearly
2 million smolts at a single salmon hatchery on Vancouver Island. What a waste of money.
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URBAN FORM
Pedestrian Priority
BY EMILY CAMPBELL

Even when the white walking man is
illuminated, a car making a left hand turn can
zoom by, startling you as you cross the street.
It’s easy to blame the driver.
You had the right of way, and they are careless and geez what’s the rush? I’m not
making excuses for those who zoom through a walk light, but our city is largely
designed to encourage this kind of behaviour instead of negotiating shared space. Our
urban environment is designed to prioritize cars over other methods of transportation
such as bicycles, buses, or pedestrians. So how did cars get on the top of this totem
pole when most of us know the benefits of a walkable city?
Many moons ago, motor vehicle companies wanted to make driving fun and easy so
they could sell more cars. Historic downtowns are downright inconvenient to drive in.
But Harbour Drive on the other hand, what a dream! These companies successfully
lobbied until our policies reflected their priorities instead of what is best for our cities.
Now, Ford Motors is investing in bicycles and public transit. So why in St. John’s are
we still letting cars be the king of the castle?
Pedestrian Priority Paving is one piece of infrastructure that we can use to help
reorganize this hierarchy, making it more pleasant for people to walk around. At the
airport, I was pleased to see that they are adding Pedestrian Priority Paving. These
guys see the benefit of a marginally more expensive design well worth benefits that
can’t be as easily measured in dollars and cents. As you exit the airport doors and
walk to the parking lot, you can continue walking on a surface of a similar material
and height as the sidewalk. The pedestrian surface disrupts the flow of the road. Cars
have to drive up from the asphalt road to a slightly raised and different colour surface.
The change in road texture helps alert the driver to look out for pedestrians and is
designed to slow them down. This small move helps walkers and drivers make eye
contact so they can negotiate the space they share. Conversely, in most intersections,
the concrete sidewalk ramps down to the asphalt driving lane. To cross the street,
the pedestrian enters into the car’s territory. Some crosswalks like this seem to
work well enough, but others are downright dangerous: Think about the crosswalk in
Rabbitown near Jackman and Greene’s and Leo’s.
In any street, different methods of transportation intersect and a negotiation is
required to avoid mishaps. To have a safe city we have to prioritize the walkers,
because in the case of an accident, they’ve got the most to lose. We can design our
cities to help foster compromise, to help drivers notice and care for pedestrians.
It makes sense in Amsterdam and Copenhagen, but Pedestrian Priority Paving
wouldn’t make sense on the Pitts Memorial. That said, there are lots of places in St.
John’s where cars share the road with cyclists and walkers and we’d all benefit from
better design. Within the core of our city, Pedestrian Priority Paving is one measure
we can use to help make it safer and more pleasant to move around on foot. This
helps us all negotiate the city we share.

NEWS & OPINIONS

Polls are Open!
CHECK OUT
O U R N E W FA L L
CO LLEC TIO N

		 2016 PEOPLE’S
		 CHOICE AWARDS
Help us recognize your go-to restaurants, praise your
favourite places, and acknowledge your favourite faces,
from the best brunch spot in town to the best new band.
Our December issue will close out 2016 with our People’s Choice Awards. And we can’t do that
without you. You can cast votes in one category, or all of them. Answer 1 question, or 100. There
is no such thing as “best,” but for the sake of starting some conversation, tell us your favourite
everything local: they could use the pat on the back after all their hard work in 2016.

K E N D R A P O RTE R

351 Wa ter Stree t
( 709) 579 –1172
souls tudioshoes .com

THE ARTS
Who wrote the best book of the year, and who filmed the finest local movie? What visual artist
makes you wish you had more wall space? Is anyone in town mighty enough to pop Jud Haynes’
reign as the best graphic artist in town? What local play blew the rest away, and which local actor
deserves an Oscar or at least an Overcast People’s Choice Award? Log in and let us know...
CULTURE
What’s the best thing about living here, and the worst? What’s the best thing that happened in
our province this year, the worst? What media personality couldn’t you live without? Who’s the
best councillor in town, and what’s the best day-drive destination? Log in and let us know...
DRINK
What cafe do you kick back at the most? Who makes the best cocktails in town, or specifically,
Caesars? Who brews the coffee that keeps you going? What local brews are you drinking like
religion? Best pint selection? Drink Special? Log in and let us know...

Junior Division

(15 years and under)
and (16 -20 years)

Senior Division
21 years+

Entries accepted for

writing, music, visual art,
and digital multi-media

Le prix litteraire/ The French Literary Award
Percy Janes First Novel Award

Cash prizes!
Like us on Facebook

FOOD
Who’s pumping out the best pizza in town, or serving the best sushi? Is the “Best New Restaurant
Battle” limited to Sushi Nami Versus Seto, or is the city overlooking another new kid on the
block? Who bakes the best baked goods? Bagels? Where should we take a date for supper, or
our hangover for brunch? What, point blank, is the best restaurant in town?
Log in and let us know...
MUSIC
Who rocked the rock hard enough this year to take home either best band or best new band
honours? Who has the voice of an angel, or the most bad-ass basslines and drum fills? Did you
have a favourite RPM from February, or local song of the year? Who couldn’t this music scene
live without? Log in and let us know...
RETAIL
Where should we take our mop to get a killer chop? Who bares the best boots in town, or has
the best hats? What is the best brand on our island land, and what, in your opinion, is the best
reason to battle the traffic and shop on Stavanger Drive? Log in and let us know...

Deadline Date
November 25th, 2016
www.gov.nl.ca/artsandletters
(709) 729-5253

NEWS & OPINIONS

Visit the “People’s Choice Poll” on theovercast.ca to access
and answer surveys about the best of everything St. John’s.
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THIRD PLACE
LAUNCH SECOND PRODUCT
bordo

GINGER ROSE FOR WHISKEY LOVERS
BY EMILY DEMING

The FALON boot
WATERPROOF leather
Suapel lining of soft brushed ﬂannel
Made in Portugal

Kris Smith and Dan Meades love “shmancy-pants cocktails.”
And Smith loves Whiskey the way Meades loves gin.
cognac

Bo
os

.

Co

This duo behind The Third Place Tonic, who
perfected artisan tonic so every one of us
could enjoy the zenith of G&Ts, has now,
after nine months in the test kitchen, brought
to bear an equally high calibre product to
complement our whiskeys.

.
black

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
Sun 12pm-5pm
722-6004

TWISTED SISTERS boutik
179 Water Street

twistedsistersboutik.blogspot.ca

Yes, Third Place Ginger Rose was nine months
gestating; a true labour of love. Meades
describes the sort of cocktails they wanted
to echo with the new product, “the ones that
cost twenty eight euro and take a bartender
twenty five minutes to make as [they] smoke
the cherries in front of you.” Those cocktails
are, according to Meades, almost always
Whiskey based.
Every spirit has its trending cycle, but
Whiskey seems always in vogue. With the
rise of classic and “shmancy” cocktail culture
Meades says the “problem set [we’re] trying
to solve is this: people are into [high end]
whiskeys these days, but they take it home
and they don’t know what to do with it.
“Cocktail culture is a weird thing. We know
how to experience it in a bar but,
as much as I can dork out about
[aspects of it at home like
making the perfect] ice, there
is equipment you don’t
want to have to [own].”
Though Meades concedes
that Smith “may have
a cold smoking gun at
home,” most of us do not.
The product comes with
a suggested recipe on
its label: 1 oz Third Place
Ginger Rose, 2 oz soda,
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2 oz Whiskey (Small Batch Kentucky Bourbon
recommended). With the depth of flavours in
the product that simple recipe is all you need.
It has a citrus profile and red colour that bring
it into the basic Angostura Bitters realm, but
the flavours here are more even handed and
heady. Meades credits the broad spectrum
of flavours to their hard fought balance of
both cold and hot steeping the ginger and the
Szechuan peppercorns.
The product has a smokiness built into it from
the Lapang Souchong tea which they source
from Daniel Liu’s The Chinese Tea Shop in
Vancouver. The rose petals add a delicate
floral bouquet, and the bitterness comes from
the hibiscus and cinchona bark.
And all of it is in service to the warmth of
bourbon and the peatiness of scotch. Drinking
it put me right back in New Orleans with a
Peychaud Bitters Sazerac in one hand and
a cigar in the other. I look forward to seeing
what further magic our local bartenders can
mix up with this lovely new tool.
It will be at most high end bars in St John’s
and in all stores where Third Place Tonic
is sold (Rocket, O’leva,
Food for Thought, Beyond the
Olive, Belbin’s, Home on Water,
Civic Duty). It launched nationally
on Oct 13th so look for it across
Canada. It is even available at
The Foodland in St. Anthony on
the Northern Peninsula (Smith’s
home town), where the original
tonic is already bought “hand
over fist.”

FOOD & DRINK

PORK
WARS!

AROUND THE CORNER
MUSIC FROM HOME TO SEND AWAY

VINYL
FORTUNATE ONES
THE ONCE
All Will Be Well
We Win Some We Lose

R UM R AGGED

NOVAKS
Eager Power
Gentle Fury
DERM KE AN & AN
INCREDIBLE WOMAN

ANGEL OLSEN
My Woman

3 CHEFS TO FIGHT
FOR BRAGGING
RIGHTS AT SJFM
FUNDRAISER
BY LAUREN POWER

FRETB OARD
JOURNEY

DAVE PANTING
Worlds Away
Instrumentals

DOUG DORWARD
Waves

NICK E ARLE/
JOE COFFIN
Live at the
Citadel House

+ Local All-Stars

REPARTEE
All Lit Up

RON HYNES
Later that
Same Life

LEONARD COHEN
You Want It Darker

KINGS OF LEON
Walls

TUNS

SOUNDTR ACK
Stranger Things

LUMINEERS
Cleopatra

P R E O C C U PAT I O N S

AMERICAN
FOOTBALL

J AC K W H I T E
Acoustic Recordings
1998–2016

SARAH
M C L AC H L A N
Wonderland

RON HYNES
One Man
Grand Band

Book-biography w/
great photos

HOT NEW RELEASES

NOR AH JONES
Day Breaks

JANET CULL
Real Tough Love

TANYA TAGAQ
Retribution

PAS SENGER
Young as the Morning,
Old as the Sea

THE HIP
SAM ROBERTS
BAND
Terraform

B ON IVER
22, A Million

L ADY GAGA
Joanne

PAUL SIMON
Stranger to
Stranger

Classic
VINYL

Re-issued.

PINK
FLOYD
All titles
now on

VINYL

BOB DYLA
N

Nobel laur
eate
All titles
ON SALE
NOW!

JULY TALK
Touch

VAN MORRISON
Keep Me Singing

DRIVE-BY
TR UCKERS
American Band

SHOP NEWFOUNDLAND MUSIC ONLINE
FREDSRECORDS.COM

FOOD & DRINK

SHAWN COLVIN &
STEVE E ARLE
Colvin & Earle

GIFT CERTIFICATES

VINYL ACCESSORIES
Sleeves, brushes, etc.

198 Duckworth Street

LOA
D
OF S

CDS
UND

E

$10R

ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH, THREE
LOCAL CHEFS WILL FACE OFF FOR
PULLED PORK SUPREMACY, WITH
HUNGRY GUESTS CASTING A VOTE FOR
THEIR FAVOURITE, IN SUPPORT OF THE
ST. JOHN'S FARMER'S MARKET.
Last year, the SJFM Fundraising Committee
was tasked with raising $100,000 as their
contribution to the move to Freshwater
Road in 2018. "We reached our goal thanks
to a lot of fundraising, and one of our events
was Pork Wars," says St. John's Farmers'
Market member and resident Waffle Lady,
Emily Hunt. "The event was such a success
that we're doing it again this year!" Currently
on board is local chef Jonathan Richler."I'll
be smoking my butts with both hickory and
apple wood chunks and I'm having a lot
of fun experimenting with a pickled apple
slaw to create my favourite meat flavour
combo: smoke and tangy crunch," he
says. Stephen Quinton from Q's Barbeque
Catering will also be participating, along with
a third, yet-to-be-named chef. "Pork, beer, and
fundraising for the Farmers' Market? That's
all you need right there," says Justin Fong
of Quidi Vidi Brewery, who is donating the
space again this year. Meanwhile, the SJFM
is running a separate promotion in November
called FORK THAT! "We're asking customers
to bring in their own fork for a chance to win
$150 in market bucks, which can be spent
at any vendor at the SJFM." With the SJFM
focused on reducing waste this season,
they're encouraging customers get in the habit
of bringing their own fork to the market.
stjohnsfarmersmarket.org
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Fort Amherst

Pub

A Family’s Tradition
Reincarnated in
a Water Street
Gastropub
BY EMILY DEMING

From whale steaks then
to sous vide lobster tail
and grits today, a family
tradition has reincarnated
itself in a new restaurant
at 320 Water Street.
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Evan Bursey, former head chef and co-owner

it), the menu is what Bursey calls, “classic

a tear to my eye at the soft opening of The

of The Social House, is now sole proprietor

American pub food.” Listening to him describe

Social House were his creation, and he is even

of the Fort Amherst Pub. Bursey, only 25,

a hotdog made of “duck breast and foie gras

more excited about the Fort Amherst version.

already has a long resume in the restaurant

with house made hot sauce and pickled

Starting with a whole chuck and grinding in

industry. He started washing dishes at 13 and

caviar,” I suggested “classic” may not be the

house allows him to build his ideal base and

cooking at 15 for his father at their family’s

best word for it. But he laughed and insisted

cook the burgers to order.

epic restaurants The Flake House and The

it’s still a hotdog. “It will be approachable;

Hungry Fisherman. “I had to like it or lump it;

no pretension in the presentation, no swirl

Though the in-house brewery is on hold, on tap

so good thing I liked it.”

of cranberries here and four different cubes

there will be local beer (Quidi Vidi), and some

scattered over the plate.”

quasi-craft offshoots of Molson and Coors.
Add to that specialty bottled beers, a “decent

The family has been in the food business
for generations. Bursey says his great

His kitchen team is a small, tight trifecta

wine selection,” and 16 cocktails put together

grandfather was one of the first purveyors of

with himself, Jen Cross (formerly of The

by Bursey and his bar manager (brother Gabe

fresh fish in St. John’s. He had a shop in Fort

Social House/Fifth Ticket) and Kyle McKenna

Bursey) and there should be enough to tide

Amherst selling, among other things, whale

(Hitchen the Kitchen) working together as

everyone over while he works with the city on

steaks and smoked kippers.

“three cooks with no titles.”

permits for the basement brewery.

When Fort Amherst became a strategic

In his last position, he had a staff of

military outpost in World War II, the shop

roughly 15 in the kitchen, so his role

moved to George Street, less than a block

was more management and less

from Bursey’s current location. Oh how

hands on prep; “more butchery

different things would be if only Smallwood

and big picture” as Bursey

had stuck with the family boot business.

puts it. He is looking forward
to having more control, but he

First envisioned as a brewpub (the basement
brewery is on hold until the city approves

will still be doing the butchery.
The burgers that brought

Bursey has partnered with the Young Adult
Cancer Canada (YACC) charity for
a two night, invitation only, soft

Bursey's great
grandfather was one
of the first purveyors
of fresh fish in St.
John’s.

open where patrons will donate
20$ to YACC for their meals. The
first 7 days, open to the public,
will feature special appetizers
and drinks, the proceeds from
which will go to YACC.

FOOD & DRINK

Home Bottling
for Non-Dummies
A Lesson in Reading
Instructions
BY BADGE

All kinds of rewards – be
aware of the risks. Like
many things, the process
of super-heating wine for
preservation purposes had
been known in China for
millennia before discovery
in the west.
However, the Chinese had no idea what microorganisms were or consequently why this
process worked until Antonie Van Leeuwenhoek
first observed the little friggers in 1665.

Botulism is found in soil and is on pretty
much every piece of produce that comes from
underneath the ground. Botulism is anaerobic.
This means it only lives in conditions with
little or no oxygen. Until it reaches these
conditions, it lives as a spore (think seed).
These spores are very difficult to destroy –
regular boiling requires upwards of 8 hours.
If not properly destroyed, these spores come
to life in the oxygen-less environment of the
bottle and start producing toxins.
Bottling foods can be divided into two
categories: Low acidity foods (PH > 4.6) and
High Acidity Foods (PH <4.6). High acidity
foods are too acidic to allow the growth of
Botulism. They allow you to use regular
boiling water to sterilize and seal your jars.
Low acidity foods ARE NOT acidic enough to

Microorganisms continued to ruin people’s
food until the French chef Nicholas Appert
pioneered the modern canning process.
Appert would take foodstuff like jellies,
syrups, and soups and seal them in bottles
with cork and wax and then boil them. The
end result was a remarkable food product
that could be shipped and held for extended
periods of time without spoiling. He did this to
win a prize from Napoleon.
It’s hard to overstate the importance that
this discovery had on the industrial world
considering it is in use in basically every
food retail outlet on the planet, virtually
unchanged. Appert then converted his
workshop into a bottling plant and made all
kinds of wacky bottled products, including
an entire bottled sheep. Science. The main
opponent to today’s home bottler is: Botulism.

kill Botulism. In order to safely bottle these
foods, you must either lower the PH to below
4.6 OR process them in a pressure canner
at above 10PSIG. Pressure canners create
high-pressure environments that allow the
temperature of steam to get much higher than
100 degrees Celsius. Without this additional
pressure, regular boiling requires up to 7
constant hours of boiling.
Some of the easiest things to bottle at home
are the classics: pickled beets or mustard
pickles. With a brine of 50% vinegar, they are
WAY too acidic to be bothered by botulism
and can be done in a regular, flat-bottomed
stockpot. I will not list the whole procedure
here; every step in bottling is crucial and is
unique to the material that you are bottling.
Go online and follow the steps exactly. The
real purpose for bottling in a modern context

This bacterium produces a neurotoxin that
will kill you like it did 4 people last year who
probably never READ THE INSTRUCTIONS.
FOOD & DRINK

Local Lunches
for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

Cafeteria
@ The
Marine
Institute

FISH AND CHIPS DRESSING GRAVY AND A DRINK ($8.50)
Freshest fish I’ve had anywhere in St. John ’s for Fi and Chi. Not even a hint
of squeak in your cheek in any bite. This was just soft and flaky and perfect. Chips were
solid (in praise not texture). Not a one soggy or burnt. The dressing was sparse, but that
can be a good thing since too much dressing can make fries too dry. The gravy was not
salty. The whole dish could almost use a pinch of salt except that it is such a rare treat to
have this classic dish so relatively salt-free. The portion (for the one piece) was substantial.
San Pelligrino, bottled water or soda for drinks options.
CHILI ($3.50) AND SMALL SALAD ($3.25) Chili was comparable to any good deli in
town, hearty, tangy, beefy, but not spicy. The salad was excellent, fresh and full of a variety
of vegetables, with several dressing options.
ATMOSPHERE: The room is open cafeteria style, long tables, a few crumbs, deli style
counter service with plastic trays. Sit by the window for the lovely wooded view. The
cliche “salt of the earth” may have been coined for the staff here. They were efficient,
helpful, and jocular. Pro tip ... go early if you want the pizza. They were sold out by the
time we got there at 1.

Applications for
2017 City Grants
now open
The City of St. John’s grants and subsidies
program will make available limited financial
and other resources to non-profit groups, organizations and individuals whose
application supports the City’s strategic directions. Funding is available in the
following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital
Artists & Art Organizations
Community Groups & Organizations
Special Events & Festivals
Sporting Groups & Organizations
Youth Travel: Sport or Non-Sport

Each applicant is required to complete the Grant Application Form, available
at www.stjohns.ca > Your City > City Grants and submit with the required
attachments no later November 30, 2016.
For details, visit the website, call 311 or 754-2489 or
email: citygrants@stjohns.ca

is that some things are just too precious to
throw away – seasonal produce, game meat,
or a way-too-big pot of pea soup.
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PROJECT SUCSEED
IS BRINGING MORE
PRODUCE TO THE
PLATE FOR THOSE
IN CANADA’S NORTH
BY EVA CROCKER

Students at Memorial
University have launched a
project that uses hydroponic
systems, built by at-risk
youth in St. John’s, to help
fight food insecurity in
Northern Canada.
Statistics Canada defines food insecurity
this way, “Food insecurity exists within a
household when one or more members do
not have access to the variety or quantity of
food that they need due to lack of money.”
Statistics Canada’s most recent study on the
subject found that households in Canada’s
North experienced exponentially higher rates
of food insecurity than households in other
parts of Canada. Students involved in Project
SucSeed designed a custom hydroponic
system made from recycled materials.
They employ at-risk youth to assemble the
systems, which are sold to schools, old age
homes, food banks, and individuals all over
the country. They use the profit from the sale
of these units to help establish food sharing
networks in Northern communities. So far
two hundred hydroponic units have been sold
to individuals and facilities across the country.
Taylor Young, a student involved in Project
SucSeed, explained that hydroponic systems
are a great tool for fighting food insecurity
because they are able to grow produce up to
twice as fast as traditional gardening methods.
Hydroponics are also advantageous
because they are affordable to operate and
environmentally friendly; they use very little
electricity and very little water.

has been providing at-risk youth with stable
housing, employment and education for over
twenty-five years. Project SucSeed pays these
young people to assemble the hydroponic
systems.“We knew this was an opportunity
to create much needed employment for
marginalized youth in the province,” Young said
about the partnership with Choices For Youth.
Project SucSeed students spent time in
northern communities running a needs
assessment before launching their project. The
students asked residents how the hydroponic
systems could be used to help fight food
insecurity in their communities.
Residents felt that individuals should be given
the option of either selling the produce grown
in the unit to the local store, or trading the
produce through a food sharing co-operative.
“In many of these communities sharing is
already an important part of their culture.
They’re small communities everyone knows
each other, so we knew that a food sharing
co-operative would be a great way to continue
doing that,” Young said.
Project SucSeed partners with food security
networks and health and wellness centers in
the North to identify individuals to participate
in the program. Many of the individuals
already have experience with other gardening
programs. Selected individuals are given a
micro-loan to buy their own hydroponic unit.
Inez Shiwak, who was chosen to participate
in Project SucSeed, had previously worked
on a gardening project facilitated by the Food
Security Network in Rigolet.“It’s exciting
that people are able to grow some fruit and
vegetables for their home and maybe pass
some on to people in the community,” Shiwak
said about Project SucSeed. Shiwak says
one of the successes of the Project SucSeed
is that it involves not just the participant
but their whole family in gardening. Her
nieces and nephews are excited to check
on the progress of produce growing in her
hydroponic system and she has used Project
SucSeed as an opportunity to teach them
about the life cycle of plants.
Project SucSeed hopes to contribute to food
security in the North by helping individuals make
fresh, affordable produce available to people in
their community. “We are starting these food
sharing cooperatives throughout the North with
the hope that they will bring the price down,

Project SucSeed partnered with Choices For
Youth, a St. John’s based organization that
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and the quality up for fresh foods,” Young said.

Meet the Other
Danny Williams

Danny Williams'
apprentice shares
a name with the
godfather of soul,
and he drives Joey
Smallwood's old
Lincoln.

The Guy Building
Steampunk Tattoo Guns in Carbonear
BY FELEICTY ROBERTS

There’s a shortage of qualified tattoo artists in
Newfoundland. In St. John’s, any place worth going
has a wait list of up to 2 years, and while this a
good sign of the interest in tattoos here, it’s not so
great if you have a special moment you want to
commemorate with ink. Kind of a buzzkill, but not
if Danny Williams of Carbonear has his way.
Danny is local in the blood sense, proudly conceived in Conception Bay, but by the
time he made his appearance in the world, his parents had relocated to Toronto,
where he grew up. He trained under old school tattoo artist Beachcomber Bill at
Beachcombers on Queen West, and talks about Bill frequently over our chat. The
customer service oriented, “work till the clients are all served, even if you’re here
till midnight” values Bill taught him are quite evident in his practice today. His goal
is to have the shop able to do quality walk in service, and as of now he’s whittled a
6-month wait time down to 6 weeks.
How did he do it? Finding good apprentices, such as James Brown, and “working
harder.” He’s quite open about the fact that he pretty much lives at his shop. Once
I saw it, I wanted to live there too, in the scarlet red studio stuffed with great art,
eclectic antiques, and funky furniture.
I felt like I had entered an alternate dimension where Tony Montana (ICYMI: The guy
from Scarface) had opened a tattoo shop, and Jack White was chilling behind the
desk. Opulent, hip, and relaxed all at the same time, it’s unlike any other shop I’ve
ever been in. Danny returned home 5 years ago when his mom was sick, and though
she has passed, he has stayed, and this is the result of 3 years of his heart and soul.
Also on display are the steam punk style tattoo machines he builds himself.
Sharing a name with the former premier, with an apprentice named after the
godfather of soul, it is no surprise that when I compliment his vintage car outside, he
tells me about the other one he’s fixing up, a Lincoln that some guys at the car club
tipped him off to because it might have once been Joey Smallwood’s.
Danny just seems to have interesting luck like that, and says he may run for mayor of
Carbonear yet. Till then, he’ll be in the shop, which is something to remember if long
wait times are leaving you short on patience. Von Stytch Studios is located
at 110 Columbus Drive, Carbonear.

That’s Project SucSeed’s ultimate goal.

PEOPLE

THE BULL HORN
YOUR RANTS, CONFESSIONS & MISSED CONNECTIONS.
SHARE YOURS AT THEOVERCAST.CA/BULL-HORN

PUBLIC PEE TERROR
“I’m petrified of peeing in stalls in public
washrooms, because I always imagine
looking up and seeing a creep peering down
on me. It’s been a lifelong phobia of literally
getting caught with my pants down.” – ANON

shorts, and something about the bulges and
camel toes makes me feel uncomfortable.
In fact, I find spandex-wrapped genitalia
much more inappropriate than nudity: I’d
rather people walk around with their junk out,
European “No Big Deal” style, than having it all
wrapped up in spandex.” – STAY AT HOME GYM

SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR POLITICS
“I think if, in order to vote, you needed to
score at or above average on intelligence,
aptitude, and news awareness tests, then
half the world’s problems — caused by shitty
politicians getting into power — would be
solved, easy peasy. This is not a snotty,
elitist statement. Voters hold great power
and influence over the state of the world, in
electing those who rule the world. Their votes
can be the difference between wars starting
or the earth getting plundered. If you’re not
fully informed on global issues, if you buy
the BS we’re told by big companies and
lying politicians, you shouldn’t get to vote.” –
SERIOUS VOTER

WHAT ARE YOU LISTENING TO?
“We see each other around so frequently
that I think it’s high time we actually have a
conversation but I don’t know what to say
without sounding like a blundering fool. I don’t
know, maybe you’re not actually noticing me
but I am most definitely noticing you … and
your ever present head phones. What are you
listening to?” – LANEY BOGGS

PLASTIC BAG FOREST
“The issue isn’t plastic bags, we don’t
need to ban plastic bags, we need to
ban littering them.” – I ACTUALLY REUSE MINE!

PERVERTED OR PERFECTLY
NORMAL?
“I stopped going to the gym like, 3-4 trips
in, because too many people wear spandex
PEOPLE

C’EST PAS PLAGARISM
“Now that i’m months from graduating, I can
brag about it: I am French. Rural Quebec. I
spent my whole undergrad plagiarizing French
essays on similar essays by translating
French to English, knowing my profs only
check essays against the common english
websites for stolen essays.” – VIVE LE QUEBEC

IT AIN’T STEEP IF ITS STOLEN
“I would estimate that 90% of my wardrobe
was stolen from the Avalon Mall. The other
10%? Gifts. I’m only ashamed of not being
ashamed. Some stores you couldn’t get
away with it, others, you can outsmart their
measures. I’ve been caught once, and, got off
with a slap on the wrist.” – FREELY CLOTHED

SORRY NAN
“I used ‘the vacation money’ my grandparents
gave me on a hooker in Paris.” – ANON

FLATTER THAN A BOARD
“I’m 19 and thinking about using my student
loan money to get a boob job. I grew up being
humiliated by men in my tiny rural town for
having ‘tiny tits,’ and I thought when I came to
St. John’s I would find someone at MUN who
would want me anyway, but it’s not working
out, no one sees me that way, and after years
of being ridiculed, I feel like having no boobs
is why. My friend and sister think I am being
ridiculous (the friend is a male who claims all
boobs are hot for different reasons), but it’s just
so ingrained for me to be ashamed of my body.

I hope young men and women will see this post
and learn to be kinder to each other in school.
Because here I am thinking of dropping out so I
can drop my tuition and book money on boobs
instead of my education.” – TT

YOU KNOW IT’S A
SMALL TOWN WHEN
“I was at a wedding recently. I had slept with
the groom. I knew that going in, semi-weird.
But then the first groomsmen came down the
aisle, then another, then a third. Yup, Yup, Yup:
slept with the entire male wedding party. Oh
My. I need to move to a bigger city.”
- SMALL TOWN LIVIN

HARD TO LIKE
“As a new teacher, I find it hard to like the
popular jocks and such, because they crucified
me when I was their age. I know it’s wrong,
I know these are different people than those
who destroyed me, but what can you do, when
you see them being mean to mini mes? Oh,
the flashbacks.” – TEACH

here kind of helps, weirdly.” – BARREN-NESS

SORRY PALS!
“I feel kinda bad that I panicked, like, freaked
out that my roommate let the cat out, and
all my sweet, sweet, dear, dear friends came
over and scoured the neighbourhood for
hours. I, um, found her … under my roomate’s
bed. She has her bed on a big rug. Cats like
rugs. False Alarm.” – FALSE ALARMER

I FOUND A USE FOR HOMOPHOBIA
“I’m a straight athlete. A very competitive
one. So I flirt with other athletes and act gay
because I find it makes dudes keep their
distance a little more, on the field or on the
court. Sad but true. My offense benefits from
their less intimate defense.” – ANON JOCK

DECEITFUL AND
DEFEATED IN LOVE
“I don’t know how to tell my boyfriend I
physically cannot have children and I don’t
want to tell him because I f*ucking adore
him and that I found someone so ideal and
super-amazing who happens to ‘want kids
someday.’ I got selfish. I waited until it got
serious to tell him I can’t bare children (too
early and it woulda been a weird comment).
Then, when it got serious, I wanted to give
myself a month or two of tension-free
perfection between us. Now we’re over a
year deep, and making huge commitments,
and it just feels too late to tell him without
him feeling like I should have told him sooner
that he’s settling down with a barren lady.
It was his decision to stay with me anyway
or leave, and I took that from him, and I feel
horrible but at the same time, wouldn’t he
be horrible to leave? Not really if kids are
important to him? It’s horrible. Sharing it
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BY EVA CROCKER

With less than a year
until municipal elections
happen across the
province, Equal Voice is
launching Getting To The
Gate, a series of campaign
schools for women.

have been elected in the communities Getting To The Gate visits. Local mentors will
be asked to sit on panels and help lead the
sessions.
Organizers encourage women who are
already leaders in their community, or have
experience working behind the scenes on
campaigns and feel they might want to
step up and be the face of a campaign to
register for Getting To The Gate. “We already have women leaders in our communities, we need to get them into a position
where they can make active policy changes
and decisions on a much larger scale,”
O’Leary said.
The day-long campaign schools will address how to deal with social media, how
to fundraise for your campaign and how
to get advice from mentors. They will also
provide information about the electoral
process. “This kind of information is power
and a lot of women don’t have it at their finger tips when they run…these sessions will
be a great opportunity for women to ask
all kinds of questions in a safe, supportive
environment.” O’Leary said.

“The primary focus here is to insure
that women get elected at the municipal level, that we get women in political
She believes that women are often hesitant
seats, where they can actually change
to run in municipal elections because
policy and make some action happen,”
women politicians face a much higher
explained, Sheilagh O’Leary, City
level of scrutiny than their male
of St. John’s Councillor and
counterparts, particularly
Co-Chair of the Provincial
about their appearance.
Chapter of Equal Voice.
O’Leary says women
O’Leary said this scrutiny
currently represent
can become especially
Equal Voice is a national,
only 30% of municipal
nasty on social media
governments in
multi-partisan organizawhere people often take
Newfoundland and
tion dedicated to getting
Labrador
advantage of anonymity
more women elected at
to launch aggressive attacks
every level of government.
on women politicians. O’Leary
O’Leary says women currently
believes that municipal governments in
represent only 30% of municipal governNewfoundland and Labrador need more
ments in Newfoundland and Labrador. She
women’s voices to actively represent the
hopes this initiative will up the percentage
populations they serve. “We need more
of women campaigning in the September
representation of women in government
2017 municipal elections.
because we’re 52% of the population and
There will be Getting To The Gate sessions
hosted across the province, kicking off with
a session in St. John’s at the Capital Hotel
on Sunday, October 30th. Dates are not yet
confirmed for the sessions happening in
Gander, Corner Brook and Happy Valley
Goosebay. O’Leary says Equal Voice will
reach out to women who are currently or

TALES FROM
THE EXTRA
Behind the scenes
of the job with
Robert Power

actor. You never know until it airs.”
When it comes to figuring out why he gets
chosen for roles, he can’t say. It can be his
age, height, or build. For example, if the main
characters is 5’4, then the people casting for
background performers don’t want someone
to tower over the actor.
There are no typical days on set. “I’ve had

BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

days on The Republic of Doyle, for example,

Robert Power has put
handcuffs on Gordon
Pinsent, Allan Hawco, and
Shannon Tweed, but he’s
no cop. He’s a background
performer (more commonly
known as a movie extra).

more than two hours. But I also had 14-hour

where I was called in and I was there for no
days. And sometimes when they’re shooting,
they’re really shooting on the fly, especially if
it’s an outside location.” Or he could be called
in at 7am to film at 9am, but the scene doesn’t
happen until 2 in the afternoon. “You have to be
ready to go at a moment's notice.” Background
performers are told to bring something to
read or a deck of cards, something to keep
themselves occupied. He could also get very

It happened almost by chance back in 2009.
A new tv show was just getting ready to start
filming and they needed extras. His friend
was working on the show’s costumes and
suggested Power submit his headshot.
What was a one-day job turned into a
recurring role. That show was The Republic
of Doyle and Power would go on to appear in
all six seasons. He recalls there was initially
trouble getting background performers when
the first season was being shot. He was
cast as a pub patron, a police officer, and
a wedding guest. But after the first season
aired, “Everybody and his dog wanted to be in
the background on The Republic of Doyle” he
laughs. From then on, he was exclusively a

little warning before being needed on set.
Once, Power got the call while at the grocery
store; he left his cart in the aisle and was on set
less than 25 minutes later. Typically, extras are
told to bring their own clothes and an extra set
in case it’s not suitable for the scene. But for
roles like police officers and historical pieces
like Frontier, they’re provided costumes.
One thing he hadn’t known before working on
film sets is that the background performers
are silent. Even if they look like they’re talking,
they’re actually just mouthing the words. So a
noisy bar scene is actually pretty quiet, with the
sounds of chatter, music, and glasses clinking
being added in later. “So the toughest thing

police officer.

about being background is being able to act,

It’s led the retired school teacher to a number

how you walk without making a sound, putting

of gigs in films produced
in Newfoundland. He’s
been on the sets of

walk around like you’re not being careful about
a telephone down without making a sound.”
In his short career as a

Netflix’s Frontier, Away

background performer,

from Everywhere,

Power has gotten to

Hunting Pignut, and

share scenes with

we have a very different perspective and

Closet Monster. Not that

Hollywood stars like

a very different way of communicating.

people will necessarily

Jason Priestley and

Having women’s voices changes the kind of

be able to point him out

Russell Crowe, but

policies that are made,” O’Leary said.

on screen. “Sometimes

his favourite might

you’re only a moving blob

be getting to know

Women interested in registering for

in the background and

the people who make

Getting To The Gate can send inquires to:

sometimes, there you are

television shows and

equalvoicenl@gmail.com

in the shot with the lead

movies possible.
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Campaign
School Aims
To Get More
Women Elected
in NL’s 2017
Municipal
Elections

PEOPLE

Why Did This Guy Split His Tongue?
In the few short years that

new meaning to playing with your food. Here’s
a very casual Q&A with a dude who can now
lick both sides of the beaters at once:

I’ve known Andrew Duff,
I’ve tried to talk him out of

THE BIG QUESTION HERE IS WHY, OF
COURSE. WHY GO THROUGH ALL THIS?
I first saw something on Maury when I was
12 or 13 years old. I thought it was cool at
the time, but never thought it was something
that I would actually get to do. I guess my
mindset at the time was that you’re kinda
all or nothing with that, but attitudes have
changed. I wanted to do it, so I did it.

a few things… bloodletting,
scarification, dermal
punching his nostrils and
eating the bits of skin –
yeah, seriously.
More recently, I’ve been playing mom and
saying no to his zany ideas of getting his
eyeballs tattooed and surgically removing his
pinky finger. When he mentioned his desire to
have his tongue split, however, I was fully on
board: I knew that this grotesque experience
would be worthy of publication.
We linked up at the now defunct Witch Cult
Modifications shop on New Gower Street,
where Vancouver based modification artist
and self proclaimed “human pincushion” Russ
Foxx was prepping for the bloody butchering
that was about to go down.
I huddled into the corner and sat down,
just in case I happened to faint or puke.
With his tongue pulled out, marked up and
clamped, Duff gave me a reassuring nod –
because I’m the one who needed a vote
of confidence right?

This all went down in May of 2016, but you’re
reading about it now because I wanted to
wait until Duff had fully stopped drooling and
slurring before I conducted the interview. Now
fully healed, we linked up and I forced Duff to
lick lollipops, eat Pixie sticks, and slurp up
noodles at a Chinese restaurant – a whole

PEOPLE
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Foxx began slicing, back to front. The moment
the blade sliced the through the tip of the
tongue, I thought the worst was over. Nope.
Duff spent ten minutes getting stitched up. He
was told to keep his mouth shut, as his mouth
would be continuously filling with blood for a
while. Yum.

SO GETTING BACK TO NORMAL,
HOW LONG DID THAT TAKE?
I’d say speech returned to normal at a little
over a month in. There was this weird thing
happening where one half of my tongue
would fall out of rhythm, like, slower than
the other half. It made me jumble my words
up. Now it’s just muscle memory. It doesn’t
feel any different.

TAKE US BACK TO THAT FATEFUL DAY.
HOW WERE YA FEELING?
It was very nerve wracking at first. Once
I met Russ, he calmed me down and
reassured me. The nerves were definitely the
worst part of it. Other than that, it was all
thumbs up.

SO WHAT DOES IT AFFECT? IS USING
FORKS SLIGHTLY DANGEROUS OR
WHAT?
I haven’t had any complications eating. I was
back on eating solid foods after a week, but
tiny, tiny pieces. The first week, I lived off
multivitamins and meal replacement shakes.
They’re like really bad milkshakes. I was
starving the whole time. The first thing I ate
was three sips of a bowl of tomato soup at
about day seven.

WHAT WAS THE HEALING PROCESS
LIKE? WHAT ABOUT THAT FIRST DAY?
The first day was awkward, just the
excessive amount of drool and swelling. You
could feel the stitches, pulling it tight. If you
keep drinking cold water, it helps. I drank
8-10 bottles of ice cold water every day. For
the first week, there was no communication.
I tried once, about four or five days in, but
no one could understand me. My speech
was really slurred and drawn out. I was lisp,
personified.

WHAT DID YOUR FAMILY THINK?
I couldn’t tell my dad. He probably would have
stormed down there and stopped the whole
thing. My mom was pretty OK with it, actually.
She’s all into freedom of expression ... It took a
solid month and a half before my grandmother
would even look at me again. She wrote me
a big, two page long letter of concern. I ended
up framing it next to a picture of me and Russ.
In the frame, I also have all the sutures that
came out of my tongue. Well, most of them. I
definitely ate some of them. (laughs.)

BY WENDY ROSE

WHAT ABOUT PUBLIC PERCEPTION?
DO PEOPLE TEND TO NOTICE?
Generally speaking, I don’t stick my tongue out
at strangers. I didn’t before I had my tongue
split and I don’t now. Unless I really want
people to know, it doesn’t really come up. Even
people I spend a lot of time with, like people at
work, it took them weeks before they noticed.
DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE
SENSATION?
When I’m eating soup, yogurt, or something I
eat with a spoon, there’s so much satisfaction
in licking both sides of the spoon at once. It’s
everything I ever wanted. (laughs.)
ANY REGRETS?
Not overly. The first month was a bad month,
but no real regrets. It’s a satisfying feeling, I
guess, to know that I could get through that
month and go through that process.
WHAT’S NEXT, MOD-WISE? AND DON’T
TELL ME YOU’RE GOING TO CUT OFF
YOUR FINGER, DAMNIT.
I don’t even need this one! (wiggles left pinky)
As it stands right now, I’m going to reevaluate my life every two years and see if it’s
the right time to get my eyes tattooed. Maybe
lavender. Or pale yellow. So I can pass it off as
jaundice. (laughs.)
Great. Don’t count on me attending
that appointment, bud.

I’d say speech returned to
normal at a little over a
month in. There was this
weird thing happening
where one half of my tongue
would fall out of rhythm,
like, slower than the other
half. It made me jumble my
words up.
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Paris has been dubbed “The last chance for
the environment.” Since coming home from
those meetings, Trudeau and his Minister of
Environment and Climate Change Catherine
McKenna decided Canadian provinces must
curb their carbon pollution, or pay a fee
in direct proportion to how much they’re
contributing to climate change. That fee will,
in theory, inspire provinces and companies to
go greener, because avoiding the carbon fee
is good for business. There are two ways a
province – including ours – can do as Trudeau
has demanded: Impose a Carbon Tax, or
launch a Cap & Trade System. So it’s time to
get planning.
WHAT IS A CARBON TAX?

UNDERSTAND CANADA’S CARBON PRICING PLAN
BY CHAD PELLEY

This October, Prime
Minister Trudeau declared
that all Canadian provinces
have until 2018 to adopt a
carbon pricing scheme, or
the federal government
will step in and impose
one for them. While it
shocked Newfoundland,
most Canadians – 85% – live
somewhere that already
has a plan in place.
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Yet, a lot of Newfoundlanders have strong
opposition to carbon pricing, or else they
aren’t sure what Carbon Pricing means.
So here’s a guide.
WHAT IS CLIMATE CHANGE
AND HOW BAD IS IT REALLY?
Air pollution from burning oil releases
gasses, like CO2, that float up into our
atmosphere, where they hover like a blanket
and insulate the earth, so that heat can’t
escape back up into space like it used
to. Hence the term “greenhouse gasses”
– these carbon-based air pollutants are
making a greenhouse of the planet. It’s a
documented fact the world is warmer now
than ever before: the 21st century has broken
more temperature records than any century
before it. Heat waves are steadily increasing,
spreading wild fires, insect-borne disease, and
crop-killing drought. Warmer temperatures
create nasty, damaging storms, because they
breed torrential rains and hurricanes: tens of

millions of people have to vacate their homes
every year due to climate-related storms.
That’s obviously very costly and disconcerting.
Warmer temperatures also melt polar ice
caps – that’s not good for coastal towns like
ours. The Montana Glacier National Park
had 150 glaciers 100 years ago; now it has
25. Politicians do a perfect job of scaring
citizens into going along with the status quo
of polluting because there’s money in it, but
the truth is there’s also money and jobs in
green energy too. Going greener will actually
create jobs – someone has to build new hydro
stations, wind farms, solar fields, etc.
OKAY, CLIMATE CHANGE IS BAD:
WHAT’S TRUDEAU’S PLAN?
In 2016, the UN organized one of the largest
diplomatic conferences ever, where 150
country leaders from all over the world got
together to discuss one simple question:
What the hell are we going to do about
climate change? This overdue meeting in

A carbon tax is basically a fee placed on
greenhouse gas emissions: it puts a price on
each tonne of GHG an entity emits in a year.
This is already in play in BC, and they use
the carbon tax revenue to reduce peoples’
personal taxes. Some people like the liberty
in this system because going the Carbon Tax
route doesn’t dictate how we ought to go
about reducing greenhouse gas emissions –
Company X can reduce fuel consumption, or
it can increase fuel efficiency, or it can adopt
new green technology. It can do whatever it
wants, but it must do something, or pay a
price for polluting. The goal isn’t to cripple
a business financially, it is to financially
motivate that business to pollute less by
going greener.
WHAT IS CAP AND TRADE?
Cap and Trade is, as it sounds, a two-fold
ordeal. The “cap” is the maximum allowable
limit, measured in billions of tonnes of
carbon emissions, that Company X can emit
every year. With each passing year, this cap
will be lowered at a reasonably attainable,
pre-determined rate, so companies can plan
for it. As for the “trade” aspect, basically, a
provincial government sells pollution credits
(aka quotas or allowances) that a company
can use if they go over the provincial cap. All
entities aim to pollute less than the provincial
cap each year, but keen businesses that
pollute under their provincial cap can sell their
remaining carbon credits to a business that
went over the provincial cap. If “Yabba Daba
Energy” was 80 tonnes under the provincial
cap, they can sell those credits to a company
that was 80 tonnes over. Yabba Daba just
made money selling carbon credits – they got
a financial reward for their environmentallyCOVER STORY

conscious behaviour – and the other company
was forced to buy carbon credits, and were
in effect penalized for not shifting towards
a greener corporate behaviour. This creates
an incentive for entities to reduce their
emissions, and be able to sell, rather than
purchase, pollution credits.
WHAT IS BETTER, A CARBON
TAX OR A CAP AND TRADE?
The beauty of either is that they both inspire
companies and provinces to shift towards
greener technologies by targeting what
motivates every business on earth: watching
their bottom line, avoiding excessive costs.
With either system, it's costly to pollute, and
it pays to use green technologies that evade
taxable carbon pollution. So, either system
will lead our province to greener pastures,
and going greener will launch a self-fulfilling
cycle that creates more demand for green
energy, and innovation in the green energy
sector for better products, and in turn, more
jobs in building up a green energy sector
(from, say, building a wind farm, to finding
ways to make solar panels cheaper or more
efficient). One pro for Carbon Tax is that
it’s easier and quicker for governments to
implement. And compared to the Cap and
Trade system, carbon tax is less prone to
evasive lobbying and loopholes. One pro for
Cap and Trade is that the cap provides more
certainty about how much emission will be
reduced.
WHAT IS NEWFOUNDLAND
LEANING TOWARDS?

IF THIS WAS A CRAZY IDEA,
CANADA WOULDN’T ALREADY
BE DOING IT
Roughly 85 percent of Canadians already live
in a province using a carbon tax or cap and
trade system, or else they will have one in
play by 2017 – that’s a year before Trudeau’s
2018 ultimatum. So, the idea isn’t new to
Canada, or something to be scared about.
The European Union has had a cap and
trade system in effect since 2005 – they’re
still alive over there. B.C. and Quebec have
been using carbon taxes as a way to reduce
emissions for years now, and it’s encouraged
the use of more renewable energy, and
created thousands of jobs. Alberta’s Premier
Rachel Notley announced her province's
commitment to a carbon tax of $20/ tonne
starting in 2017 – that’s a year earlier, and
double the fee of what Trudeau is asking
other provinces to start at. Newfoundland &
Labrador can’t go whining if other places are
doing as they should. In Alberta, the carbon
fee revenue is expected to fetch roughly $3
billion in new money, which Alberta can use
to invest in green initiatives such as building
retrofits, investing in large scale renewable
energy projects, and public transportation.
Ontario is poised to launch a Cap and Trade
System in 2017. They also plan to join forces
with two members of the “Western Climate
Initiative” — California and Quebec — to
create a larger carbon credit trading system.
Nova Scotia has made huge strides in relying
more on green tech for energy. In 2000, the
province’s energy grid was 100% coal-fired;
today it is only 56% reliant on coal.

It’s early days, so who knows. All our
SO DON’T BLINDLY BUY INTO THE FEAR
premier has done so far is advise our
MONGERING AROUND CARBON PRICING
Minister of Environment to storm out of a
federal meeting where Canada’s “Adopt a
Sweden has been using carbon taxes since
Climate Pricing Scheme by 2018 Or I Will Do
1991, and it has drastically driven down the
It For You” ultimatum was revealed. Premier
burning of oil for heat. Sweden's carbon
Ball claims his beef is that Newfoundland
tax is a whopping $140 per tonne of carbon
was already at work on a plan, and Trudeau’s
pollution: has it hurt their economy? No. Since
new ultimatum threw a wrench in it. Ball
the carbon tax was introduced, Sweden's
seems worried that carbon pricing could
economy has grown by more than 100%, and
increase many costs in the province, and
2013’s “World Economic Forum Global
in expressing those fears, he’s doing
Competitiveness Report” called
what politicians do well: using
them one of the top 5 countries
B.C. and Quebec
financial woes to perpetuate
in the world for economic
have been using
status quos. The fact is, no
competitiveness. Naturally,
carbon taxes as a way
one likes change, it’ll be a bit
those most opposed to carbon
to reduce emissions
for years now, and it’s
of work, but civilization has
taxes are those who are
created thousands
survived much wilder things
financially motivated pollute
of jobs.
than changing how they heat
without financial penalty. Sadly
their homes.
they have the advertising bucks
COVER STORY

and the tall podiums from which to convince
us Trudeau’s Carbon Pricing Plan is bad for
the country, but carbon taxing is not bad for
us, it’s bad for certain big businesses who are
unwilling to change their ways. David Suzuki –
the face of trustworthy decency – has assured
us that Canada’s economy can grow healthily
during our transition to greener energy (just as
Sweeden’s did). I often think of kids when I think
of pollution – not in that “what kind of world
are we leaving them” sense, but rather, how
clear and simple their questions are: if pollution
is bad, why do we do it? “There’s money in
it” sounds ignorant. If we can land a man on
the moon, and unravel what happened to the

dinosaurs, we can damn well use those same
brains to switch to cleaner energy without
humanity spiralling into chaos.
Climate change is creating weather systems
that will bash down our buildings, rumple
up our roads, and leave people hurt and
homeless. We sully our water supplies and
let corporations harm people’s health, all to
make a buck. Try explaining that to a 5 year
old, who doesn’t yet know that humanity’s
environmental ambivalence has created
the kind of world where a child is born with
more toxins in their blood, than people in
their family.
s t j o h n s f a r m e r s m a r k e t
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FORK
THAT

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

IN NOVEMBER BRING YOUR OWN
FORK FOR A CHANCE TO WIN $$!

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

USED
TIRES
IT’S EASY TO LET GO
Used Tire Management Program

Accepted Tires
Passenger and
light truck tires

Trailer tires

Motorcycle tires

Transport, bus,
semi-trailer and
dump truck tires

Camper tires

Tires must be off the rim, free of mud and debris, and
in whole form (tire fragments are not accepted).

Return up to 4 tires to any tire retailer–no additional charge!
For information on proper disposal of tires not
accepted in the Used Tire Management Program,
visit rethinkwasteNL.ca.

mmsb.nl.ca

1-800-901-6672
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justin johnson

Worth Your Dime
Select Events for November 2016

NLOWE’S DRIVER’S OF
GROWTH ECONOMIC
FORUM

SPEED DATING:
SINGLE ON THE
ROCK

15TH @ THE SHERATON HOTEL

3RD, 10TH, & 16TH @ PIATTO PIZZA

The Newfoundland and Labrador Organization
of Women Entrepreneurs (NLOWE) is hosting
Drivers of Growth, an economic forum at
the Sheraton Hotel in St. John’s on Tuesday,
November 15th. NLOWE has been active in
Newfoundland and Labrador for almost twenty
years, offering free services to help women
entrepreneurs network as well as launch
and grow their businesses. The Drivers of
Growth forum will address the challenges and
opportunities for women entrepreneurs in
the province and the conditions that support
women’s advancement in business. NLOWE
has found that women in corporate leadership
roles drive better overall financial performance.

Single on The Rock hosted a series of
successful speed dating events in St. John’s
between 2008 and 2012; this November
they’re back by popular demand. Known for
creating a comfortable and fun atmosphere,
the company will set participants up
with eight, eight-minute dates at Piatto

The organization cites the Catalyst Bottom Line

determined that eight minutes is the perfect

study which shows that companies with more
women board directors outperform those
capital, 53% return on equity, and 42% return
on sales. Despite the fact that businesses
with women at the helm outperform those
led by men, women-owned businesses make
up less than 1% of the oil and gas supply
chain in Newfoundland and Labrador. NLOWE
welcomes anyone interested in seeing the
provincial economy grow through establishing
more women in business and leadership roles
to attend their Drivers of Economic growth
forum. The forum will include a Networking
Breakfast, a presentation by NLOWE’s
group discussions. Similar events
will be hosted across the province
throughout the month of November
with the goal of releasing an Action

three events, divided by age group for
participants between the ages of 25 and

Heavy Fog Guitars creates unique, handcrafted cigar box

50 (25-35, 30-40, and 40-50 on November

guitars using premium exotic hardwoods and high quality

3rd, 10th, and 16th respectively). Working
with the philosophy that it takes people

accessories. Whether you are a beginner or a long time

three minutes to decide whether they are

picker, these instruments are easy and fun to play. Each

attracted to someone, Single On The Rock

of our handcrafted guitars is a one-of-a-kind instrument

amount of time to test the chemistry and

possessing an original tone, feel and look.

learn a little bit about your date. At the

with the fewest by 66% return on invested

Provincial Champion and facilitated

Pizza on Duckworth Street. There will be

one-of-a-kind
Cigar Box Guitars,
Diddley Bows, Canjos,
Amps & more

beginning of the evening, participants are
given a “match card” where they write the
name of anyone they’d like to see again.
Participants hand their cards in to event
staff at the end of the night and receive
an email the next day letting them know if
they’ve matched with anyone. This method,
which feels a little like the grown up version
of sticking a note in your sixth-grade crush’s
bookbag, is a low-pressure way of snagging
a second date. However, if sparks are flying
you have the option of sticking

Eight minutes is
the perfect amount
of time to test the
chemistry and learn
a little bit about
your date.

Plan in early 2017.

heavyfogguitars.com

around and grabbing a drink with
your new special someone. Sign

Guitars

up to maybe score a date, make
a new friend, or worst-case
scenario go home with a great
story: singleontherock.com.

For comprehensive event listings or to add your own events theovercast.ca/events
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SELECT EVENTS

REAL FOOD & SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
A Local
Entrepreneur’s
Recipe for
Standing Out
BY LAUREN POWER

Great things come from
small beginnings, and
this is especially true for
Made with Local, a healthy
foods company based
out of Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia, co-founded by
Newfoundlander Kathy
MacDonald.
Established in 2012 as a farmer’s market stall,
the company now has their Real Food Bars
and Loaded Oats instant oatmeal available at
over 100 retailers in Atlantic Canada. With the
goal of locally sourcing as many ingredients as
possible, the company has created a platform
for many small, family-run farms and food
producers in the region. “From the beginning,
our goal was to source as much locally as
possible,” says co-owner Kathy MacDonald,
who lists Nutsmith Nutbutters, Just Us!
chocolate, and Crosby’s Molasses as suppliers
of Made with Local. “We’ve stayed true to that,
even as we’ve went from hundreds to tens of
thousands of bars a month.”

Since their partnership
with local social
Real Food Bars and
enterprises, Made
Loaded Oats instant
oatmeal are now
with Local has been
available at over 100
able to essentially
retailers in Atlantic
double production
Canada.
at their bakery and
oatmeal production facility.
Meanwhile, their partner organizations
(The Flowercart and The Prescott Group)
have been able to continue to offer more
vocational training, personal development
programs and employment opportunities for
their clients, many of whom are adults with
intellectual disabilities.
Distribution has grown in step with everything
else. “In Nova Scotia, we started with going
to farmers markets every single Saturday
in Halifax and Dartmouth. Then, through
word-of-mouth mostly, we started hearing
from independent shops, like cafes and small
health food stores.” The Natural Health Shop
(16 Stavanger Drive) was the first independent
retailer in the St. John’s region to take them
on. “We’d love to get more of these shops
on board,” says MacDonald. “There’s such a
wealth of amazing little local shops and cafes
in downtown St. John’s, and beyond!”
Since then, Made with Local landed a
distribution deal with Sobeys, so their Loaded
Oats and Real Food Bars are now available
for purchase in local grocery stores, including
the Sobeys on Merrymeeting, Howley Estates,
and Kelsey Drive. “Sobeys has been amazing,
and has provided us with the perfect way to
branch into Newfoundland on a larger scale,”
says MacDonald. “We will continue to get
product into the different Sobeys locations
throughout the province. We’ve been so happy

Once MacDonald and business partner
Sheena Russell started growing their
families and stopped hand-baking the
bars, the decision was made to do all of
their production in partnership with social
enterprises. “We work with organizations who
help folks re-integrate into the mainstream
workforce due to a disability or after falling on
hard times,” says MacDonald.

PLUCKED FROM THE WEB

with Sobeys’ continued support of local,
socially-conscious businesses like ours, and
we want to keep building on what has been a
great partnership so far.”
For folks outside the St. John’s region, Made
with Local’s online store will continue to offer
their full slate of products, with shipping to
Newfoundland & Labrador.

CANOLA
FIELDS PROVING
SUCCESSFUL IN
PASADENA;
IS CANOLA GOOD
OR BAD?
Canola is Canada’s
second biggest
agricultural revenue
generator behind
wheat, and is worth $19
billion to the Canadian
economy. And now
we’re growing it in
Newfoundland — our
first harvest of the
province’s 30-acre
canola field happened
this fall in Pasadena.
Ongoing canola research will determine
the general quality of the canola oil
and meal. Pure Holsteins Limited in
Steady Brook will assess the meal, and
various local restaurants will assess
the quality of the canola oil.The hope is
that “the canola crop will contribute to
an increasingly innovative agriculture
industry in Newfoundland and Labrador.”
Our agriculture industry currently
provides approximately 6,500 jobs
and has a worth of about $500 million.
According to the premiere himself,
“If our research proves successful,
canola could become one of our most
important crops.” Steve Crocker, Minister
of Fisheries, Forestry and Agrifoods
reports that the first batch of canola
planted this spring “grew exceptionally
well, surpassing our researcher’s
expectations” and that “all indications
pointed to a high yield and high quality
harvest.” Crocker adds that a successful
canola operation will be good for the

island’s well-known food security issues.
Canola Oil is low in saturated fat (the
bad fats) and high in unsaturated fats
(the good fats), and high in the omega-3
fatty acid that protects against heart
attacks and strokes by helping to lower
bad cholesterol, and is high in Linoleic
acid, the omega-6 fatty acid important
for the brain. It has some vitamin E and
K too, and is cholesterol free. In fact, it
lowers your cholesterol. Vitamin E fights
cancer and memory loss. Ultimately,
it’s better, and better for you, than most
vegetable oils, but not up there with
coconut or olive oil. Canola oil is short
for Canada Oil — humans created this
plant by genetically engineering the
rape seed plant to create a crop that
is extremely cheap to grow and harvest.
And therein lies some people’s wariness
of Canola Oil: rape seed oil was initially
used for industrial purposes, and its
“glucosinolates” give rape seed oil a
bad taste. Worse still, the Erucic acid
in rape seed is linked to heart damage
in rats, as well as fatty degeneration of
the heart, kidney, adrenals, and thyroid
glands. And a Wall Street journal implied
its smoke can cause lung cancer. So can
an oil derived from rape seed oil really
be good? Well, that was the intention:
Canadian scientists turned rape seed
oil into a more pleasurable, edible
oil, with less of these harmful, bitter
substances. They succeeded, but it does
mean canola is not a natural plant, and
is labelled in Europe as a genetically
modified food. It’s also a seed genetically
modified by Monsanto to be immune
to the pesticide, RoundUp. Canola oil is
made one of two ways. The industrialized
process is not good. It involves an
unnatural processing using high heat,
deodorization (to mask the damage done
by the heat), and the toxic solvent hexane
is used to extract the oil. However, coldpressed and organic canola oil does not
go through the sketchier processes, so it
wouldn’t contain the unhealthy oxidized
fats or trans fats and by-products of the
oil made via the industrial method.
In any case, according to the EPA, canola
oil’s “toxicological profiles are similar
to those of other vegetable oils that are
used as food.”
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The Once
Win with
New sound on
We Win Some
We Lose

BY CHAD PELLEY

Normally a band puts out
an album, people fall in
love with it, and come see
them play live.

are most keen to have fun … [these] local
favourites play a feel-good kind of Southernfried rock with a healthy mix of danceable
funk and pop thrown in for good measure.”
Their original sound, musical craftsmanship,
and the plain fun in the songs, makes Branch
Ricky an unfamiliar breath of fresh musical air

Branch Ricky has done it backwards, and
let their infectious music speak for itself to
for sure, but like any album, they could have
draw a crowd at live shows. Now that we
shaved a few weaker songs off here, that put
love them, they’re simultaneously releasing
a small dent in hearing an album front to back
their overdue debut and going on hiatus
without reaching for the skip button.
because a band member is off to BC
for some booklearnin’.
It’s fun,
A real testament to Branch

it’s catchy,
Ricky’s music and energy is
We live in a digital era of musiit’s good, it’ll
that they’re not just another
cal overload via streaming serlive up to the
group backing up their pal’s
vices that act as unprecedenthype.
songs; they’re a legit band of
edly infinite jukeboxes drowning
people coming together to creus in new songs so thoroughly it’s
ate something bigger than any one
more impossible than ever to keep up
of them could have done alone. There’s
with new music. So it says a lot about Branch
multiple songwriters crafting these songs and
Ricky that the band didn’t need an album to
sharing the mic (brownie points for the killer
become a city favourite, and get into festivals
dude harmonies too), yet there’s a really comlike Lawnya Vawnya.
mon thread that can only come from all five
Titled Volume 1 (is that a promise there’ll be
a Volume 2 some day?), the album’s tracks
run the gamut of rowdy singalongs like “Pyjama Party” to slower jams about a janitor in
love with the town’s karaoke queen (“Something to See”). “Everything but the Needle”’s
homage to early Strokes is a killer standout,
and that’s followed by “Summertime,” an
innovative ska-ish track with some great
interplay between the guitars. The chorus
has all the perks of your favourite pop-punk
jam. The album is an awful lot of fun, and
defies being predictable track to track. Exclaim‘s Vish Khana heard them for the first
time at Lawnya Vawnya 2016, and wrote, “A
little frat with musical chops, Branch Ricky
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of these guys being on the same page and not
fighting about it.
It’s fun, it’s catchy, it’s good, it’ll live up to the
hype. Branch out of your go tos in November
and make room for Branch Ricky in your
cars, computers, and those jogs you’re finally
getting around to. All those killer guitar riffs
make it easy to like. In fact, they kinda make
you wanna be in
the band: what
a blast they’re
having.

BY LUKAS WALL

St. John’s folky
sweethearts The
Once are back
with a new EP –
one that’s unlike
anything the band
has done before.
Singer Geraldine Hollett says the band’s
new EP We Win Some We Lose may
sound a little different, but the music
is still vocal-based and holds the same
intention as their earlier work.
Hollett said much of the album was
written while on the road, with the band
writing whenever inspiration struck
and recording demos whenever they
could in studios in Canada, Scotland,
and Denmark. “We are creatures of our
environment,” she said.“We adapt to the
music [and] instruments that surround us
in a studio. We just used what was there
to create what we wanted to create.”
That creation was influenced at least in
part by producer Dan Ledwell. Hollett
credits Ledwell, who has made records
with Jenn Grant, Repartee, and more,
with the EP’s change in sound.

The end result is a collection of five
songs (plus two live recordings) that
are big and sonically rich, with deep
and spacey reverb, lush synths, and
vocal effects that make Hollett’s voice
envelope the listener. The Once’s
traditional Newfoundland influences
are still present here, but they’ve been
scaled back to make way for elegant pop
production.
The EP’s songs came
together quickly,
and Hollett said
with the music
industry moving
faster and faster,
the time was
right to release
them. “In the
world of music
we have
been living in,
it's about getting more stuff out
quicker. We don't want to put out a record
for the sake of putting out a record either.
These songs were ready and came from
a time and place,” she said. Despite a
different sounding batch of songs, Hollett
trusts the group’s fans will follow along
with them. “Our fans are the best. We
are not in the business of alienation,”
she said.“We like to think we are carrying
them along for the ride on [the] big ol'
bus. They can choose to hop on or off at
at anytime. We won't take offence if this
isn't their cup of tea.”
But, it seems this is their cup of tea. The
Once have ridden the big ol’ bus right
to number three on the iTunes singersongwriter album charts, a first for the
band. They show no signs of slowing down
either, with more material on the way.
“The stuff coming out of us now doesn't
fit with We Win Some We Lose. We aren't
going to ignore them or put them on the
back-burner because they don't fit,” said
Hollett.“We will put them out on another
EP in the new year perhaps.”

“We went to his studio knowing pretty
much exactly what we wanted to do. Dan

And if We Win Some We Lose is any

saw our ideas and raised them. He was
never short on ideas,” said Hollett.

indication, The Once’s next release will
be another winner.
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Branch
Ricky’s
Overdue
Debut

The Hits and the Miss with

Adrian House’s Love a Man
BY JON DOREMI

The Overcast’s The Hits & The Miss column reviews the
top few tunes that make an album sing, and the inevitable
miss that came short of shining like the rest. Because every
kissed ass needs a Charlie horse to keep the artist real.
Adrian House has been a unique voice in the local music scene for a few years now, either as the
man in front of The Connexions or doing his own, more subdued solo albums. That dichotomy of
fronting a rock band while releasing different sounds as a singer-songwriter, is the crux of this
2016 solo album, Love a Man: Its 10 songs explore an awful lot of musical ground.
THE HITS
Valentine
The old-school, Lou Reed or Brian Jonestown Massacre vibe of the song is brought to life by,
of all things, an oddly but perfectly timed tambourine hit, its reverbed echo, and some perfect
oh oh ahs. Musically there’s nothing much on the go, so the fact he harnesses vocals-asgroovemaker to instill mood and hook and a driving force here is quite cool. The disaffected
intro to the album is a bit misleading of what’s to come: “Valentine” is not similar in sound to
any of the other songs, but then, no song on the album is.
Love a Man
The title track stands out by pairing aching chords with a vulnerably vibrato’d-voice, and a
subtle but effective use of flute, as the narrator lets himself “face with pride” his feelings for
another man. The verse is the star here, with its simple flowing guitar and sing-along feel, and
the pre-chorus makes the right call on vocal playfulness.
That Dog, That Bone
Here’s a real stand-out, and you can tell two things: House grew up in the same city as Mark
Bragg and probably loves his music; This song would sound at home on a Tom Waits album.
Killer song, full of swagger and owning the adventure in sound.
Don Quichotte
Nicely done: a daring tune in every way that feels less like quirky playfulness or forced
experimentation, and more like courageous exploration of the artist’s breadth of abilities –
it’s not even in English. Equal parts Beirut and Adrian House. Bomp Bah Ba dump indeed.
Movin’ on
A nicely quiet and folkier number, with fluid guitar and straight-shooting love-sick lyrics.
This track makes the unique soundscapes of the album’s recording aesthetic shine. Something
about the way the album was recorded and mixed makes it sound like Adrian is in the next
room and you’re hearing this stuff live. That minimalism and unique mark on the album’s
sound really works on this nice song.

Just Love Me
When I Sing:
Janet
Cull’s
REAL
TOUGH
LOVE

four. Within local confines, the songbook
approach is a relatively novel concept;
songwriters usually play their own songs,
maybe stretching to incorporate the
scattered standard. Here, Cull’s decided
to pay homage to good friends and good
musicians.
And it works. Well, it mostly works.
The album sounds grand, the playing is
immaculate and her vocals are heavenly.
When the album is on, it’s on. But there’s
a lack of identity. Borrowing from such a
wide swath of songwriters has spread it
thin. Diversity in style should be praised,
but the quality of songwriting contained
on “Real Tough Love” is erratic. One song
might bounce between 90’s radio rock
melancholia, while the next might be a
clever little jingle.

BY BRAD PRETTY

Underneath Janet Cull’s
“Real Tough Love” lies a
coal engine powering a
locomotive filled with
local splendor.
It’s deep, it’s dark. It flares up and pushes
forward. It smokes its way to the next stop,
each its own sordid haunt, each with its
own soul, its own cry or lament. The only
real consistency is the thick cloud her voice
is wrapped in. It’s confident, sultry, and
downright huge, each inhale and exhale
measured precisely with just the right dose
of grace and power.
It’s a ride that Janet shares with some fine
company. On one side of the tracks are the
musicians; some of the most renowned
and celebrated this city has to offer. There’s
real talent and taste rounding every turn,
likely unparalleled in any other local
release this year.

Rescue
A horn (cornet?) takes this song to a better place than it would’ve gotten to alone, which
makes the album nice – almost every track has a special guest visit from a new instrument.
But still, “Rescue” needs a little rescuing in the delivery department to get itself among the
album’s highlights like “Love a Man” and “That Dog, That Done.” Feels relatively unenthused.
Adrian is releasing Love a Man Nov 10th at Pony Locale (120 Lemarchant)
with specials guest Art Castle. 9-11pm

The Novaks’ Mick Davis lends a trio of
tunes, while Virgina Fudge steps it up to
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Which is a shame, but that doesn’t discount
the great moments. The title track stands
up as my favourite rocker of the bunch.
Davis’ “One Plus One” is an offbeat little
sojourn. “You Boy Blue” is big and poppy
in all the right ways. “Mommy’s Boy” is a
homemade gospel chorus that sends the
album off into the clouds.
“Highway of Tears”, though, is where
the band sits best and sounds most
comfortable. Its hazy jazz cadence is also
a natural place for Janet’s voice, which,
by the way, is incredibly versatile. She
never sounds out of place, hopping around

On the other, often overlapping with the
performers, are the songwriters. Cull
shares only two co-writing credits on the
album, and the remainder is made up of
excerpts taken deep from the catalogues
of a selection of St. John’s songsmiths. But
this is not due to a lack of craft; nor is it an
afterthought. It’s a deliberate decision that
takes the album in various directions.

THE MISS

There’s dreamy blues bar numbers, and
then there’s new wave inspired pop.
Between real showcases of creativity
and catchiness lie a list of cliches. Prime
example: two separate songs use a “Hold
On” hook. With the combined pedigrees
of everyone involved, there’s just a lot of
missed opportunities

to each genre poised to conquer it. The
album is worth a spin solely based on her
masterful presence.
There’s a lot going on with Real Tough
Love. Sonically, it’s great. The production
is clear and crisp, and the talent just
seeps from it. There’s many ears that it
will find a home in and rightfully so. It’s
beautiful in bursts. It’s rueful and real. But
it’s the adventurous type that just can’t
settle down.
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Craig Francis
Power’s New
Novel is a

Knock Out
BY CHAD PELLEY

Craig Francis Power’s much
anticipated sophomore
effort – for its stylistic
snap, crack, and pop – is a
rare gem that gets its
hooks in you.
It’s a pleasure to read. And fittingly enough,
it’s about two writers who poke a lot of fun at
modern Canadian literature, and the pretention
of art. Joe and Catherine are lifelong "it's

complicated" – like, really effing complicated
– friends. They are, respectively, an art curator
and author on a road trip around Newfoundland,
bored and forlorn about their lives.

a-trailer-park; wild-but-rational;
fair, but an axe to the heart. The
narrator addresses Lee like a god.
And being obsessed with death,
has questions for him about the
afterlife, like, what colour are the
rivers in heaven? And he's got a
lot to rant to Lee about, from his
hatred of hokey NL culture, to
the fact Catherine is buying trad albums and
appearing at clichéd commemorative events.

The book is written as if Joe is confessing all
to Lee Wulff, a real-life famed bush pilot, fly
fisherman, author, filmmaker, and outfitter,
though of all those things, he’s best known for
his contributions to recreational fly fishing and
the conservation of Atlantic Salmon. And for
his mysterious death via plane crash.
To Lee, Joe confesses all, including the
incessant, raging, life-altering pain of his
hemorrhoid; Joe’s Hemorrhoid is one of
the biggest villains to ever appear in a
Newfoundland novel. But mostly, through
his confessionals to Lee, we hear about
Joe’s impassioned, only semi-requitted, and
immense adoration of his all-consuming,
proudly promiscuous, ethereal lifelong
“friend,” Catherine who "likes pretty girls and
butt ugly men," as she travels the world on
speaking engagements. She’s in every way an
enchanting paradox: regal-though-born-of-

The liveliness in Power's writing, and the aching
urgency in the narrator’s heart, powerfully
conveys the destructive nature of loving
something, as well as the sheer f*cking glory of
salmon fishing – or put another way, how we
all need one thing to live for; one thing that’s
more stable and reliable and profound than the
fickle nature of perfectly reciprocated feelings
for another person. Joe's reaction to Catherine,
her effect on him, captures the utterly complex,
amazing, and devastating nature of love, and
Power's writing is, no hyperbole, actually perfect
in relaying it. This is a book of rare verve and

Stage
vs. Screen

act of creation, my art and my expressions, is
caught up with how I live and feel, so theatre
makes me feel more in touch with myself,
with life and humanity and all that jazz.”

BY MARK HOFFE

The film versus theatre
debate is as old as film.
Some people are diehard
theatre goers. Some are
film fanatics. Others like
Jacqueline Hynes kick that
versus to the curb with a
fervour for both creative
disciplines.
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A Chat with
Filmmaker and
Theatre Director
Jacqueline Hynes

Despite her first love, Hynes is also an avid
filmmaker who fell for the medium when she
was cast in a NIFCO film in her early twenties.
“I remember being quite taken by what was
happening behind the scenes, all the moving
parts, the camaraderie among the crew, the
lighting and camera set-ups,” recalls Hynes.

St. John’s International Women’s Film

Hynes took her fascination for film and rose up
through NIFCO’s program ranks with her first
film One Of Us Cannot Be Right (2008), followed
by her Picture Start film Cardboard Junction
(2010) and her producing credit on Andrea
Dunne’s Picture Start film Malignant (2016).
Oh, and let’s not forget Hynes won

Festival [Interactive] Film Industry Forum

the 2012 RBC Michelle Jackson

while producing Riley Harnett’s Foreign

Emerging Filmmaker Award

Affair (2016) as part of NIFCO’s First Time

for The Passenger (2013), an

Filmmaker Program. “Theatre is my first

ambitious and startling short

love,” says Hynes. “The great thing about

about a woman who navigates

theatre is the time you get to work with

her troubled past and confronts

actors when rehearsing a show, in a room,

a younger woman eerily

all seeking some truth together. For me, the

connected to her before she can

Fresh from a summer run as production
manager for Perchance Theatre and directing
August Strindberg’s The Stronger for St.
John’s Shorts in September, Hynes just
clued up work coordinating last month’s

THE
HOPE

innovation.There is some
irony in the book's contempt
for the preciousness of art or
the blandness of CanLit's navel
gazing nature, given The Hope is
a book – to some extent – about a
writer in unrequited love, searching
his soul after a devastating loss and
all that. But this is not a precious
spin on it, it’s raw as sushi and burns like a
hellish hemorrhoid. The unfiltered nature of the
writing and the punk ethos of the narrator spare
it from that irony and keep it far out of typical
woe-is-me CanLit territory, and the cerebral
level of the writing, and life experiences of the
narrator more or less spares it from reading like
latent teen angst.
A new novel by
Craig Francis
Power

So what does keep us going in a world where
love devastates us and sudden death awaits
us and jobs deflate us? The answer is the title
of the book. Hope. A word or a concept that
promises us nothing but holds us together. Just
pause for a moment now, and think about how
messed up that is.

start anew. “I love photography,” says Hynes. “I
love the human face, how much story there is in
a glance, how you can create a world, visually
and aurally, like you’re playing god. The control
freak in me loves that process. You orchestrate,
you direct, you build, you shape, you create
impressions and you control it all. It’s wild.”
Behind her creative energy, Hynes also
deals with some hard realities and an
internal tug-of-war between the part of her
that loves Newfoundland and wants to stay
and the other part that wonders what life
on the opposite side of the Cabot Straight
might be like. “I have to balance mental
health and addictions issues in a city where
people like to party a lot and winter is the
dominant season,” says Hynes. “I did leave
once to travel but I came back and stayed
because there are a lot of smart,
kind, and talented people who

“The great thing about
theatre is the time you get
to work with actors when
rehearsing a show, in a
room, all seeking some
truth together."

I keep getting to work with.
People here want to create.
I feel connected to and
responsible for what happens
in the community here. I want
to be a part of it.” Let’s hope

she stays.
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2016 Borealis
Music Prize
Longlist
The Overcast’s Borealis Music Prize is the province’s
richest music award. It aims to find the best local album
of the year, across all genres, with the intention of
bringing local music out of late night bars, and onto the
radars of The Overcast’s readership of 70,000 people.
The winner receives $1,000 from The Overcast + a trophy for their mantlepiece +
January’s cover story. A jury created this longlist, and another new one will create the
shortlist, however this year, we allowed the public to vote and guarantee one “people’s
choice,” a place on the longlist: congrats to Rum Ragged on that! The shortlist will be
revealed in December’s print issue and online December 1st. Jurors are encouraged to
favour originality, authenticity, and musical integrity. Things like popularity, quality of
recording, and technical ability are of course factored in, but more than anything, the
question is, “Would anyone else have made this album?” And well, “Would you
leave this album in your car for a month and still love it?”

BEAUWATER
Lovers, Fools, and Kings
When it comes to the 2016 Borealis longlist,
Ain’t nobody got blues like these. The bluesrock record was five years in the making and
sounds like it.
BLANKETS
The Room That Held You Is Still Here
Some couples do everything together. Take
Chris Meyers & Kate Lahey, whose quiet,
acoustic album is a blow to the heart.
Simplicity shouldn’t sound this good – these
two made some magic here.
BOAT HAUS
Coulda Swore
If the sophomore effort is about growth, than
boat Haus stand tall as giants on their new
album. It’s high-energy, highly original rock in
the vein of Wavves x Cloud Nothings.
BRANCH RICKY
Volume 1
Probably the most fun album on here, and their
original sound, musical craftsmanship, and the
plain fun in the songs, makes Branch Ricky an
unfamiliar breath of fresh musical air.
DAME NATURE
Self Titled
Dame Nature showcases all of Newfoundland’s
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and Gordon Quinton – blend their talents and
different styles on an album that dazzles.
GREEN & GOLD
And Then the New Crow Came
The new album from city favourites Green &
Gold did two things: it displayed clear growth
and experimentation, while also providing
some of the best local songs of the year.
HARD TICKET
Tuff Cookie
Pop-leaning punk more endearing than it
is angry. They call it jangle-pop, we call it
deadly. A breakout album of the year.
ILIA NICOLL
I in Team
There is an untouchably distinct and
otherworldy feeling to Ilia’s music and talents.
A killer voice, poignant lyrics, and a musical
style all her own: Ilia has the trifecta, and she
has it in spades.

ISLE OF EASE
Roads
An acoustic album with the anthemic
power of a full-on rock album,
Roads is defined by a rowdy
and always emotionally
packed sound that pulls on
To be eligible, albums
something primitive in its
most talented uphad to be 6 songs or 35
listener.
minutes long, and released
and-comers in the
st
between November 1 2015
one band – they’re the
IT COULD BE FRANKY
and 2016. The shortlist
New Pornographers
Your Friends Don’t
will be revealed on
of Newfoundland, and
Believe You
December 1st.
this supergroup dropped a
Hamel’s brand of modern indiesuper album.
pop gold would stand up to much of
what you’d hear CBC 3 pushing on you.
DAVID PICCO
It’s fun, inventive, playful, catchy, distinct, and
Start Again
properly produced.
Like Wilco? Yeah? Their 90’s albums, when
they shone the best as pioneers of altJAKE NICOLL
country? Then you’ll love this album too.
Two Things / Half of Nothing
In an era of rushed EPs, one of the city’s most
DERM KEAN AND
prolific and original songwriters released
AN INCREDIBLE WOMAN
a double album displaying more breadth of
Incredible
musical territories than most musicians tread
For years, there’s been no live show in town
in a lifetime.
as intense, performative, high-energy, and
intoxicating as a theatrical, loud, and in-yourface Derm Kean show. And now the musically
rich madness is finally captured on an album.
DUANE ANDREWS
Conception Bay
Probably the best album to date by probably
the best guitarist in Atlantic Canada.
FRETBOARD JOURNEY
Self-Titled
Four of Newfoundland’s finest guitarists –
Duane Andrews, Sandy Morris, Craig Young,

JUSTIN STRONG
Peace and Understanding
Every year, one RPM album takes the city
by storm, and this was this year’s crowd
favourite. It’s successfully fresh and new, and
accessibly experimental.
KUJO
Got Nothin’
A couple of the city’s most talented musicians
combine many eras of music and much talent
on this very original rock record.

LADY BRETT ASHLEY
Fault Lines
This is an acoustic singer-songwriter with
a voice that’ll melt your bones backed by a
unique band that really beefed this music
up with unexpected uses of bass, keys, and
drums.
LAURA JEAN FRASER
Good Grief
Good Grief conjures the distinct sounds of
interesting contemporaries like Hello Blue
Roses or Joanna Newsom. Laura is an
innovator, armed with nice uke licks and a
nice voice she fully utilizes to build her songs.
THE NOVAKS
Eager Power Gentle Fury
The boys are back in town. And in fine,
fine form. The album brings more of what
made them big shots a decade ago, while
successfully exploring some new territory as
well.
PET LEGS
Radiation Fog
Another musical couple, and another great
electro-pop album. Better still, it’s pop with
substance and atmosphere, and the album
takes the genre on a tour: Radiation Fog is
a strong cross-section of modern pop sounds.
PILOT TO BOMBARDIER
Wild Bells
What you get when one of the city’s most
suave and sophisticated songwriters records
with some of the city’s finest musicians is,
naturally, one of the best local releases in
quite some time, let alone the year.
PLAID BOYS
Self-titled
Don’t like Hip Hop, hey? What if some of the
city’s heaviest musicians – like Devon Milley
and Ashton Whitt – collaborated to explore
the genre? This album was way up at the top
of the crop for RPM 2016.
REPARTEE
All Lit Up
This indie pop gold struck gold in 2016,
with mad success in national airplay and
accolades. Fresh off cleaning up at the
MusicNL awards, they seem like the ones to
beat for Borealis 2016.
RUM RAGGED
Self-titled
What’s a local longlist without a trad band on
there, right? In just 2 years, Rum Ragged has
become the next generation’s hottest offering
of good ol local trad done right.
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a very interesting time...” says Morris, trailing
off. We can only imagine what that means.
But, before he knew it, the band had broken
up, and perhaps unlucky for him, but certainly
lucky for us, Morris never got discovered and
he made the decision to return home.
A WONDERFUL GRAND TIME
Morris began gigging the Newfoundland
music scene once again, and also started
in TV working on various CBC series, and
eventually Morris was asked to pitch an idea
for a show. “I had always wanted to put a
band behind Ron [Hynes],” he describes. So,
in consultation with the members of CODCO
(a theatre company at the time) they came up
with an idea – Greg [Malone] and Mary [Walsh]
would play proprietors of a bar and the
Wonderful Grand Band would be the house
band. The producers liked it and “The Root
Cellar” was picked up.

THE STORY
OF SANDY
MORRIS
(SO FAR)

AXES FROM OUTER SPACE
Morris grew up with music; His cousin played
bass in one of the most popular bands in the
province during the 50’s/60’s – The Ravens –
and he had the first ever Stratocaster guitar in
the province. “[The Strat] was like outer space”
says Morris, who grew up at the height of the
space program. For his 15 birthday he finally
th

got his first guitar and began teaching himself

This month in Bonavista,
Sandy Morris was deservedly
awarded a Lifetime
Achievement Award from
Music NL. And what a
Lifetime it’s been.
For over 50 years, Morris has been a staple
of the Newfoundland music scene, boasting
countless album, radio, TV, and film credits
and gracing the stage with the provinces'
most talented musicians and then some.
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also played with a band called Garrison Hill.
Constantly booked – in those days bars hired
bands 6-7 nights a week – he quickly realized
music could be a stable career choice.

at a time before there was music school,
books, or even tuners.

BY SHARLEEN SIMMONS

But, the show was short lived (6
episodes), mostly due to what
Congrats to Sandy
Morris describes as a “culture clash”
on his Lifetime
Achievement
between the CBC and the CODCO
Award!
members. However, a year later the
band began to play live shows with
music and comedy sketches (with the added
member, Tommy Sexton) and it took off like
During lunch hours his brilliantly named
wildfire. “We used to play the Strand Lounge
group, The Philadelphia Creme Cheese
at the Avalon Mall and people would go in
Band, would play concerts that included a
there for lunch and dinner and stay until the
psychedelic light show (the first of its kind
show happened in order to get a good seat.”
in the province). During this time, Morris

IT STARTED WITH A
KNOCK ON THE DOOR
His first downtown bar gig came with an
unexpected knock at his family's Henry Street
home. Morris, under the legal drinking age at
the time, says “[This guy] showed up and said
´I hear someone here plays the guitar.´ I said
´Yeah...but I only know about 6 chords.'” The
man was Gordie Love, an extravagant character
who wore blue tuxedo suits and performed at a
local bar with Go-Go dancers in cages (now The
Factory). Six chords was fine with him.
In university, Morris' playing took off.
Underneath the Reid Theatre he and his
friends would hang out, smoke, and jam.

A BIGGER POND
Although his career was taking off in
Newfoundland, Morris looked further ahead
and farther abroad, and on New Year's Eve
1970 he split with Garrison Hill and moved to
London, England (the centre of the international
music scene) in January of '71. “I was playing
with the biggest band in Newfoundland,
making top dollar and I figured if I can do that
here, I could go to a bigger pond and I might be
able to scratch my way up to the top and make
even more,” laughs Morris.
In typical Newfoundland style, Morris got
together with a group of fellow islanders in
London who were in a band called Lukey's
Boat (which eventually became Figgy Duff),
and they of course asked him to join. “It was

It was this popularity that made CBC
interested in trying it all again – this time
calling the series “WGB.” The show became
the most popular on the air at the time,
with more watching it than the news, and
went on for 3 seasons. “There were only two
stations on at the time so it wasn't that hard
to do,” Morris modestly explains. The band
also toured extensively. Morris recalls a
particularly memorable visit to Burgeo. “All
the kids from the community stood around
the motel where we were staying, staring
through the windows at us. We had to pull the
curtains to get some privacy.”
The act even took them across the country
multiple times. Again, Morris describes it
as “Interesting times...” and we are left to
wonder what that could mean. But, touring
nationally was expensive, especially with a
6-piece band, 3 comedians, and a 3-person
crew, and this eventually caused the group
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to pull the plug on it all. Fortunately, out of it
sprang the CODCO TV series, and for Morris
this meant even more experience in musical
directing, audio engineering, and producing,
and eventually led to his long (and continuing)
stint with Land & Sea.
HOUND DOGS, AND DAMES,
AND VIKINGS, OH MY!
Morris continues to play with the biggest names
in local music but a few guest spots with touring
artists particularly stand out for him as special
performances. This includes gigs with Blues
legend Big Mamma Thorton (the original singer
of “Hound Dog,” before Elvis ripped it off), Dame
Vera Lynn, the woman whom folks credit with
getting Britain through the war years with
her lovely voice, and legendary jazz guitarist
and “Godfather of Fusion,” Larry Coryell. But,
Morris' biggest audience was a chance 250
million. Celebrations were held in Lanse aux
Meadows to celebrate the 1,000th anniversary
of the Vikings' arrival in the New World. Morris
was the house band leader and played with
various musical acts for the events. It turned
out CNN and multiple other international news
feeds picked it up, and Morris found himself on
televisions worldwide.

NO REGRETS, NO STOPPING
A lifetime of work could see even those who
began with the most passion get tired or jaded.
Not Morris, who touts the sense of community
that existed (and still exists) in the local music
scene. He says the support young musicians
have today through MUN's Music School and
organisiations like MusicNL only make it even
better. At this stage, you would think he saw
himself as some type of local mentor, but
Morris sees it the other way around. “I usually
end up learning more from young people than
young people learn from me,” Morris states.
We're not sure this is accurate.
When asked if he would ever retire, Morris
launches into a story about the time he saw
Stephane Grappelli on stage at age 90. “He was
not only brilliant musically, he was elegant,
stood up all night, and had a glass of champagne
on a stool next to him, And I thought, if I could
do that – why not?” Morris continues to play
regularly with the Eight Track Favourites,
Fretboard Journey, Jamie Dart, Jenny Gear,
RASA and countless other acts, and we're
sure that even after his Lifetime Achievement
Award there's lots more to come. Maybe in
another decade or two he'll receive another.

the once

mightypop.CA

MIGHTYPOP
presents

Christmas

Congratulations, Sandy!

16 - 19 nov ∙ www.acfsj.ca

Centre des Grands-Vents, 65 Ridge Rd. St. John’s

Me r . 1 6

N OV .
@ 1 9h

N OV.

@ 1 9h

7p m
Ve n . 1 8

N OV .
@19h30
7:30pm

S a m. 1 9

(08&3456/*5&%$)63$)

@1 9h 30
7 : 3 0 pm

7 PM
SHOW

5JDLFUTPOTBMFBN'SJEBZ0DUBU)PMZ)FBSUŁFBUSF#PY0ǞDF
CZQIPOFBU BOEPOMJOFBUIPMZIFBSUUIFBUSFDPN

www.theonce.ca

THE ARTS

Dégustations culinaires, prestations de la Rose des vents
et musique francophone!
Food tasting, music by la Rose des vents, and much more!

Gratuit! Free!
7p m
Jeu. 17 Soirée d’art et de vins et fromages ●

2016
'3*%": %&$&.#&3
4"563%":%&$&.#&3
6 PM
DOORS

Soirée d’ouverture ● Opening night

N OV .
@ 1 2h

Evening of Art, Wine and Cheese

Musique, exposition d’art, vins et fromages et plus!
Music, art exposition, wine and cheese, and more!
Billets/tickets : 15 $

Soirée cinéma francophone ●
Francophone cinema Extravaganza
Films du Nickel Film Festival et plus!
Films from Nickel Film Festival and more!

Gratuit! Free!

Journée familiale ● Family Day
Activités, ateliers et bien plus!
Activities, Workshops, and more!

Gratuit! Free!

Coup de cœur francophone concert
Michel Robichaud avec invité spécial!
Michel Robichaud with special guest!

Billets/Tickets : 14 $ - 18 $

Une célébration de la culture francophone,
des artistes locaux et du vent!
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WOULD DANIELLE
KNUSTGRAICHEN WEAR THAT?
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Clowns are news these days. Reports of frightening clowns
roaming the streets with violent intentions have occupied
a corner of contemporary legend research since long before
Pennywise hit the scene, but have become epidemic this year.
With all this bad press, it can be hard for a clown to not get down about it all. “Clowns represent
kindness, friendliness, to me,” Danielle says. “I use clowning a lot in my youth workshops.” Hulahoop, fire dancing/eating, and juggling are amongst the many other circus arts she practices,
which makes her life an interesting mish-mash of kids birthday parties, circus arts workshops, and
performances at events from raves to heavy metal shows. Her work with Halifax Circus taught her
a lot about how circus arts help at risk youth. They do outreach into the community, and a program
called Circus Circle that teaches circus skills like juggling and unicycling which require discipline to
learn and thus impart self confidence when mastered. Her style is every bit as theatrical as she is
when performing, and she says “I’d wear all of this.”

1

OPEN HOUSES
ULTRAMARINE FINE ART STUDIO
100 Duckworth Street, St. John’s
Saturday November 5th AND 12th
12noon - 6pm
J. C. Bear Phil Hanley Carl Hansen
June Walker-Wilson

FAUX FUR COAT (FROM DEL SOL)

Fur and leather are strong for fall, but this month
I look at alternatives. The faux gorilla shown here
mimics a piece worn by Cookie Lyon (Empire), but
becomes festival fashion when the hood is up
and the kitten ears are visible.

ESCAPE TO HAVANA!

2
3
4

PLEATHER BOMBER (FROM POSIE ROW)

YOGA + CULTURE IN CUBA RETREAT
March 26 - April 2, 2017

Posie Row offers up this twist on outerwear.
Cut like a cozy cardigan, but made of pleather
and knit trimmed like a bomber. Another
vegetarian friendly piece.

CHINOISERIE (FROM LE BOUDOIR)

A spring menswear trend that has bled right into the
women’s fall/winter shows as the boho look loosens
its grip for something more opulent. Danielle
appreciates the simplicity of the line.

BUBBLE GOTH (FROM LIVING PLANET)

Pastel goth has given way to a brighter colour palette
of bubblegum pink and purple, but the look is still
essentially Hello Kitty meets Siouxsie Sioux. Mimi
Stockland’s new shirt is particularly poignant to a woman
who wants us to know that clowns are “not creepy.”

30 DAY
CHALLENGE
starts November 16

125 Long's Hill / novayogaonline.com / 743.8303
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St. John's Bath Bombs
& Shedmade are run
by a pair of sibling
entrepreneurs!

“SHEDMADE” HOME FURNISHINGS

WOWING CUSTOMERS FROM HIS OWN BACKYARD
BY AMY STOODLEY

In a small shed, in a backyard in
downtown St. John’s, 28-year-old
Chris O’Brien has been busy handcrafting
unique furniture and home decor.

Local Bath
Bomb
Business
Blowing Up

ingredients and citric acid, an ingredient used
to make the sour sugar coating on candies.
A combination of citric acid and baking soda
makes the bath bombs effervesce when they
are submerged in water.

BY EVA CROCKER

the Newfoundland Republic with a stripe

O’Brien has fun coming up with the flavours
for her bath bombs, so far they come in NL
Blueberry, Coffee, Pumpkin Spice, Orange
Crush, and Strawberry Seafoam. The Olde
Republic bath bomb represents the flag of
of light pink and mint green separated by

St. John’s Bath Bombs is a

a white band in the middle. St. John’s Bath

new independent business

Coconut Milk bath bomb for people with

producing bath bombs

Bombs also makes a Honey, Oatmeal, and
sensitive skin. O’Brien says there are more

made from locally sourced

new flavours on the way.

ingredients packaged in

O’Brien was encouraged to start selling her

recycled issues of The

bath bombs by her brother who owns a small
business called Shedmade. He sells rustic,

Overcast!

custom-made furniture, all stained and
assembled by him in his shed. Shedmade’s

From chokers to platform sneakers the ‘90s
are in again, and the revival doesn’t stop
at fashion: bath bombs are also back. The
chain store Lush, known for their aggressive
sales techniques, credits themselves with
inventing the bath bomb in 1989. Bath bombs
were explosively popular throughout the ‘90s
and became a staple at stores that sell bath
products.
St. John’s Bath Bombs offers the fragrant and
fizzy bath bomb experience with a handmade
touch. Owner, Kayla O’Brien makes bath
bombs in her kitchen with the company of
her pitbull, Duncan. She uses household

R E TA I L

Instagram says, “Every piece is different and
no piece is perfect.” A down to earth slogan

Farmhouse-style tables, one-of-a-kind wine racks, and other knick-knacks
that would give big box home design shops a run for their money. O’Brien’s shed is
like many others found around the island. There’s a dart board, a chop saw, sawdust
scattered across the floor, scrap pieces of wood tossed here and there, a few empty beer
bottles and a flag celebrating his favourite hockey team, Colorado Avalanche, hanging
proudly on the wall. O’Brien says there’s not enough room to change your mind in the 10’
x 12’ space, but that’s okay because he’s not striving for perfection. “For some reason I
like things to be honest, and sometimes it's the imperfections in something that makes
it stand out and be one of a kind and beautiful.” O’Brien says his designs are simple.
“You don't need all these fancy moulding and hidden screw holes in my opinion.”O’Brien’s
homemade or, Shedmade home decor venture started with a simple coffee table he
made from an old pallet. “From there I bought a bit of wood and made a couple things
in my kitchen using the old man’s skill saw. Quite the racket and mess. From there I
moved to the shed in my backyard and stayed there. Made myself a few other things
and my sister a coffee table. And from there I said shag it and made a Facebook and
Instagram page named Shedmade,” O’Brien said. The sister he mentions is the woman
behind St. John’s Bath Bombs, profiled on page 27! Rustic, shabby-chic, cosy cottage
style...whatever you want to call it, O’Brien’s creations are simple and trendy, and
they’re catching on. He makes more than a dozen custom designs a month. Because
he’s confined to the space of his backyard shed, there’s only enough space for one piece
at a time. There’s no inventory and everything is made to order. People share pictures
of his work on Facebook and Instagram and O’Brien says the response has been great.
“It’s cool to think that someone would rather come to me than anywhere else. Because,
as you know you can go basically anywhere now with the internet at your fingertips.”
His venture may be small but, he’s doing his part to help stimulate the local economy.
“It’s important to shop local and support yer locals because we are helping each other.
Simple as that really. Here in Newfoundland, we have really talented people whether that
be musicians, actors, vegetable growers, artists, etc. We need to support one another.
Were all in this together,” O’Brien says. “If we can buy everything local it makes our town
and province better. More money is staying here in your bay, town, city, province.”

that celebrates how flaws make handmade
items distinctive and special.
O’Brien described how her brother convinced
her to go into business selling her own
handmade products, “I said ‘what if I don’t sell
any?’ and he said ‘Sure by, you’re not selling
any now’ so I launched my Facebook page and
have gotten a good response so far!”
O’Brien is currently selling her Orange Crush
bath bombs for ten dollars and donating half
of the proceeds to the Montreal SPCA to put

toward legal fees as they battle the city’s new
Breed Specific Legislation to ban pitbulls.
O’Brien’s post about helping the SPCA fight
the controversial ban with bath bombs is

available at Whink! on Water Street and at
local markets and craft fairs. O’Brien will have

being warmly received on Facebook. The

Colombus Hall and she

post features a picture of Duncan, wearing

invites customers to

a rainbow bandana and giving the camera

stop by and learn more

puppy eyes over a bowl of bath bomb

about how the bath

ingredients. St. John’s Bath Bombs are

bombs are made.

a booth in the Fall Craft Fair on November,
5th at the Knights of
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Vidi, and deal directly with a local caterer
for events."

Jack Axes

It’s Like
Darts but
with Axes

Beaton, a student at CNA studying Industrial
Engineering Technology, has always had an
interest in owning his own business, and he
saw axe-throwing as a good fit. "I was drawn
into axe throwing when I first experienced
it in Ontario," says Beaton. "My family and I
celebrated my father's 60th birthday at an axe
throwing spot. We had a blast and I knew this
was something the east coast would eat up."
Fun for the whole family, sure, but, is it safe?
"It is absolutely safe," says Beaton. "Everything
is caged in and our staff is there to ensure that
everyone is conducting themselves in safe
manner."

Careful with that axe,

As for the drinking and axe throwing, Beaton
calls it "a natural mix". "We are trying to
recreate a day at the cabin or hanging out in
the shed. We absolutely do not allow drunk
axe throwing but see nothing wrong with
a beer or two while enjoying playing and
watching a new sport."Aside from the axethrowing gallery, there's a lounge area with a
pallet wall and a bar constructed completely
out of repurposed 2x8's. "It really is a cool
spot," says Beaton.

St. John's. Jack Axes Inc.,

Jack Axe's also has a league -- both individual

BY LAUREN POWER

St. John's first indoor
axe-throwing facility,
is open for business at

and team -- so, if your local darts league just
isn't cutting it anymore, there's St. John’s first
indoor axe-throwing league. Since mid-October,
the weekly competition has

152 Water Street.

gathered thirty hearty

The lead axe-men are cousins Adrian Beaton
and Paul MacInnis. "We wanted to be as local
as possible," says owner-operator Beaton, a
Halifax native. "We get our lumber from Ruby
Lumber [in the Goulds], our beer from Quidi

of being crowned the

hopefuls, all with the goal
king or queen of axethrowing, and having
their picture hung on the
wall of fame.

Join a league and get
your face hung in the
wall of fame!

The Enthusiast!

Breaking into Dance
in St. John’s
BY LAUREN POWER

Do you wanna dance with somebody? Well, you
can dance if you want to. St. John's has ample
dance opportunities, so you don't have to wait to
put on your red shoes and dance the blues.
"There really is something for everyone," says dance instructor Meghan McCabe.
"Beginner-level adult classes can be a little trickier, but any studio would be happy to
help you find the best fit and will let you try a class before committing." McCabe started
teaching an adult ballet class at the University of Toronto Athletic Centre years ago, and
was impressed by the number of adults who joined. "Some started taking the class
because they always wanted to try ballet, some wanted to get back into it after quitting
when they were younger, some just wanted the workout," says McCabe. "Now, I teach
that class at MAX in St. John's and it's the same thing ... plus, you can register or just
drop-in for the class, so the drop-in option is key for a lot of adults not wanting to spend
the money on registration when they're not sure how often they can get there."
According to choreographer and arts educator Lynn Panting, St. John's has a
diverse and expanding dance community. "We have an amazing international festival
of contemporary dance (The Festival of New Dance presented by Neighbourhood
Dance Works); an incredible number of dance schools, dance companies, dance
classes, and dance educators; as well as terrific community dance groups such
as Lindy Hop on the Rock," says Panting, whose dance company, Lynn Panting
Dance, promotes creativity and self confidence through classes, choreography,
collaborations, and performance.
For swing-dancing, there's Lindy Hop on the Rock. For b-boying, there's East Rock
Crew. "The Arts and Culture Centre also programs dance as part of their mandate
and Kittiwake Theatre presents The Nutcracker at Christmas time," says Panting.
Overall, DanceNL (the dance association for the province) is an essential resource
for anybody who is interested in dance, and it offers workshops, too. If you're
serious about cutting a rug, the Judy Knee Dance Studio has been offering dance
instruction in Newfoundland for over 40 years, specializing in Ballroom, Latin
American, Argentine Tango, and Salsa. If freestyle is more your bag, local yogi
Laurabeth Power hosts a Barefoot Boogie Night (lbyoga.ca) that invites you to move
in your own special way. "It's basically a 90-minute 'no alcohol or drugs' dance
party," says Power. "No technique just a love to get down and boogie.
Great opportunity to unwind de-stress and move freely in a safe space."
"You do not need to be a dancer. It's not in a bar. You can come alone
and feel part of a community," says Power. "Dancing makes you feel
fabulous. Everyone leaves with a smile on and cannot wait
for the next one."
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Local Luthier
Talks with
Fretboard
Journey about
Their Guitars
BY SHARLEEN SIMMONS

TUESDAY NOV. 1
Film Screening
ATLANTIC
7 P.M.
C 2004
Chemistry Building

WEDNESDAY NOV. 2
Keynote - After the Storm:
A post- crisis political
economy in Iceland
by Sigurbjörg (Silla)
Sigurgeirsdóttir
Short performance by
Duo Concertante

THURSDAY NOV. 3
Keynote - Drawing
lessons from Alberta’s
oil dependence by
Gordon Laxer
7 P.M.
SN 2109
Science Building

FRIDAY NOV. 4
Workshop to discuss a
post oil-dependent NL.
If you are interested in
attending please contact
bneis@mun.ca.

7 P.M.
Suncor Energy Hall
School of Music
PARKING: Lot 15B for all events

Picture this: Craig Young as
the Minister of Bluegrass
and Country, Duane
Andrews as the Minister
of Gypsy Jazz, Gordon
Quinton as the Minister
of Fingerstyle, and Sandy
Morris as the Guitar Player
without Portfolio.

www.mun.ca/hss/news/events/RoyalSocietyofCanada.php
PRESENTED BY ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA (ATLANTIC)
AND MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY

I personally can’t think of a better government
(ahem, Mr. Ball!). This is how Morris perfectly
sums up a new quartet of Newfoundland’s’ best
guitarists. Fretboard Journey’s debut self-titled
album was launched in late October. I chatted
with the four of them about all things guitar.
WHAT WAS THE FIRST
GUITAR YOU EVER OWNED?
Sandy: A typical no name beater with crazy
high action. My first decent guitar was a Gibson
J-50 that was stolen from a room at MUN
just after I bought my Martin. Gordon: A Palm
Beach, black and yellow, with a painting of a
palm tree on it. It cost $12.98. Craig: A Sears
copy of a Gibson dove. Duane: A Harmony
electric ordered from the Sears catalogue when
I was in grade 7. I remember years later taking
it apart and removing every screw but never
got around to putting it back together and

MISCELLANY

all the parts slowly
disappeared, so I’m
not sure where that
guitar is now.

Read the full
interview at
theovercast.ca

HOW DID YOU
LEARN TO PLAY?
Sandy: I always say I learned by needle drops.
You drop the needle on your turntable at the part
of the tune you were learning, then pick it up and
try to get it back in the same spot. Remember,
there was no music school back when I
started, and not that many guitar players to ask
questions to. The best thing that happened was
finding Guitar Player magazine in ’67. All of a
sudden there was a wrath of knowledge every
month. Gordon: When I was young, I watched
my older brother Doug and his friend practice on
their guitars and then I would try to do what they
did. From there, I listened to other guitarists
and records, consulted chord books, and then
branched off on my own. Craig: From a book
called the pointer system, on my own. Duane:
My mother and sister were learning, so I kind of
picked up what they were into. My first formal
setting was a guitar group in Elementary school
where we were split into pickers and strummers
groups, so I started strumming away in grade 5.
Mostly to Simani and Willie Nelson.
LET’S TALK GEAR. WHAT
GUITAR(S) WILL WE SEE AT A
FRETBOARD JOURNEY SHOW?
Sandy: I use my ’67 Martin D-18, a Takamine
12 String from the ’70s, and a Superior
acoustic Hawaiian lap steel. Gordon: Gibson
J-45 and Martin DX1. Craig: I rotate between
an old Martin D28, and a Custom G Guitar
built by Ryan Young. Duane: I have a modern
build of the type of guitar that Django used
to play. It’s built by an Italian luthier named
Mauro Fresci and is based on the petite
bouche Selmer style guitar which Django
played. It’s kind of like a mix between a nylon
and steel string guitar.
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10 Kitchen
Hacks

to Get More
Mileage from Your
Groceries

1

townie

Cross

word

DRIVE A STRAW THROUGH THEM
STRAWBERRIES
Want to quickly remove the white pith and
green leafy top of a strawberry on the fly
with minimal fruit wastage? Drive a straw
up through the bottom and it’ll remove
both those things, leaving you with nothing
but juicy, delicious strawberry.
GET MORE JUICE FROM THOSE
LEMONS AND LIMES
Cooking is all about balance, and acidity
is part of that balance, and most sauces
benefit from the acidic splash of a citrus
fruit. So here’s how to get the most juice
bang for your buck: roll them on your
cutting board before you cut them open,
or better yet, microwave them for 10
seconds, then roll them before cutting
them open.

3

4

The expression, “give a cold shoulder,”
means to be unfriendly to someone. Its
origins are surprising. Story goes that
way back when, in England, when a
party host was feeling done with their
own party, they’d give their guest a cold
piece of mutton/pork/beef shoulder
to signify, “Okay, you can leave now,”
One could assume the leftovers were
consolation to soften the curt blow of
dismissal.

5

6

TIP YOUR TOMATOES OVER
Lay your tomatoes upsidedown, on the
vine end, to prevent air from entering
where the tomatoes were torn from
the vine. They’ll keep longer stored
upsidedown like this. Also, keep them on
your counter, not in the fridge.
NO MORE BAD BANANAS
Wrap the stems of your bananas in plastic
wrap. This stops gasses from leaking out
the tips of the stems, which keeps them
from going bad before you get to them.

And Now
You Know

2

ACROSS
3.

5.

8.

A man recently put a 250-dollar tab
on the cash for all patrons of this 		
Elizabeth Avenue cafe?
Sarah Rafferty was Fogo Island's
latest celebrity visit. What is the first
name of her character on Suits?
Last name of our Minister of 		
Environment and Climate Change,
who's been in the news of late.

7

8

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

DOWN

Very few activities engage all parts of
the brain. One of those rare activities
is listening to music. Even more
interesting: playing music regularly
will physically alter you brain, so yes:
musicians really are a different sort of
people.

4-letter name of MUN's radio station.
2. This year's MusicNL group AND album of the year winner is?
4. Finish this sentence: "She's Gone By's, she's (?)"
Across
Down
Plotting your next vacation? Italy has
more Unesco World Heritage Sites
6.
Legendary
Newfoundland
wrestler,
Sailor
(?)
3. A man recently put a 250-dollar tab on the cash for all
1. 4-letter name of MUN's radio
station.
than anywhere else in the world (50).
Firstelizabeth
name of the
artist,
Gauthier, who went on a prolonged hunger 			
patrons7.of this
Ave.
cafe?
2. This year's MusicNL groupThey’re
AND album
the year
also theoflargest
producer of
strike of Lake Melville's improper flooding.
5. Sarah Rafferty was Fogo Island's latest celebrity visit.
winner is?
wine in the world.
What is the first name of her character on Suits?
4. Finish this sentence: "She's Gone By's, she's (?)"
It’s okay to be scared of lightning:
8. Last name of our Minister of Environment and Climate
6. Legendary Newfoundland wrestler, Sailor (?)
there’s enough energy in a good bolt of
Change, who's been in the news of late.
7. First name of the artist, Gauthier,
went
on100,000
a
lightningwho
to toast
over
slices of
prolonged hunger strike of Lake
Melville's
improper
bread.
And in 1998,
all 11 members of
flooding.
an African soccer team were killed by
lightning (yet the entirety of the other
team was mysteriously unharmed).

DE-CRYSTALIZE THAT SOLID HONEY
Don’t throw out that jar of honey because
it’s gone solid and crusty. Stick it in hot
water for 10 minutes instead. Bam. It’s a
liquid again.
GIVE YOUR GARLIC A WACK
Don’t waste the tips of garlic cloves by
cutting off the tip to expose skin to peel
away. Instead, give a clove of garlic a
whack with the side of your knife blade,
and they’ll slip right out of their skin.

1.

PEDLAR PRESS

IN THE CITY

A three-day literary event
DECEMBER 8 to 10, 2016

Thursday 8 December The Ship, 8pm
Friday 9 December 7pm, A house salon
Saturday 10 December 2pm, A house salon

nts.
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come.
l
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with Martha Baillie
Paul Dean
Stan Dragland
Craig Francis Power
Anne Golden
Maureen Hynes
Soraya Peerbaye
& Sara Tilley
details at pedlarpress.com

If it weren’t for the insistence of Walt
Disney’s wife, Mickey Mouse’s name
would have been Mortimer Mouse.
Mickey made his motion picture debut
in 1928.
We all know Newfoundland was
the first Canadian province to be
“discovered.” But did you know Florida
was the first state to be “discovered.”
Spain’s Juan Ponce de Leon gave it
its name, meaning “flowery land.”
Today, it is the third most populated US
State. And it’s totally legal to smash
someone’s windshield if you think their
pet is in distress.
Elvis Presley is the best selling
individual artist of all time. He failed a
music class in high school.

Across: 3.) Jumping Bean 5.) Donna 8.) Trimper Down: 1.) CHMR 2.) Repartee 4.) Gone 6.) White 7.) Billy
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Remember Them as We Do
Their sacrifices shaped the future.
Their courage inspires who we are.
A century later, we honour those who served.

Experience The Rooms newest permantent exhibition
BEAUMONT-HAMEL AND THE TRAIL OF THE CARIBOU:
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians at War and at Home 1914 –1949
GUIDED TOURS - November 5, 6, 12 & 13
1:30 pm and 3:30 pm
Included with the price of admission

www.therooms.ca | 9 Bonaventure Avenue | St. John’s, NL | 709.757.8000

